Title word cross-reference

#3 [Bon11]. #35 [Rog09a]. #37 [Rog09b]. #52 [Bri09a]. #54 [Bri09b]. #56 [Och09]. #95 [Och12].
$24.95 [Ano99a]. 3 [Ano01j, SDeaK+09, Wen02]. $34.95 [Ano00a, Ano00b].
$39.95 [Ano97a]. $39.99 [Kuc06]. 4 [DO16]. $49.99 [Fox08]. $95.00 [Aji17].
N [HPT17, PHT17].

*BSD [Den99].

-Compiler [PKP02, PKP05, PKP05]. -D [DO16, SDeaK+09, Wen02].
-electron [HPT17, PHT17]. -programming [Korp95]. -v3 [Car04].

/GNOME [Wri00]. /Should [HR11].
0 [Fox08]. 0-13-234971-X [Fox08]. '00s [Zad02]. 01 [DWP+14]. 02 [KY16]. 03 [Zha16]. 06 [BVLF14].


2 [Ano15a, BB91, CCG+02, Dye03, Goe07, Mau05, NRG+99, War04]. 2.0 [Ano04b, CocOl1b, DCS05, EHP14]. 2.2 [Bra04]. 2.3.x [LS04].

3 [Ahm08b, Kuc06, Wes00]. 3-D [Wes00]. 3.0 [GHM+05, MS00, Váz16]. 3.1 [Bau06a, HHV05]. 3.8 [EaoGOBHW14]. 32 [TG99]. 33rd [ACM95]. 390 [Pen03]. 393 [WKA+08]. 3D [DDJ99].

4 [G+06]. 4.0 [Rob11]. 42 [GKL+14]. 465 [TBPS15]. 4th [EK91, HDR94, PT91, USE00a].

5 [Ano97d, Bra97, Kro00]. 5-8 [ACM93a]. 500 [Pra03]. 511-Core [DXT+18]. 56th [Bon93]. 570 [PB1+12]. 5th [AK95, USE01a].

6 [Ano04b]. 6.0 [Ano01a, Gra99]. 64-bit [Ano00h, GHL+04, Jae03]. 6th [Lio96].

7 [Kro99a]. 746 [Sta78a]. 75 [KMF+07]. 7th [Yuk94].


Alias [Gup03]. aliasing [ZC01]. Alignment [vWHvW09]. alkali [SPAW17].

alle [Mol01]. Allegiance [CH10]. aller [DF00]. Allocation [YLL+07, FG92, HC07]. allocator [Mat03]. Almost [BH17]. Almquist [Ano00e]. Alon [Aji17]. Alone [DDJ98]. Alpha [Ano98, Ano00i]. Already [CGK+02]. Alternative [Ian02, Liu06, MS12, PK10, SS06, Ste08].

alternatives [Pot06]. Altmetrics [ZW17]. am [Bud10, FBY+17].

Ambidextrous [OS02]. AMD [Ano01c, SuS01, Zad02]. AMD-PCs [SuS01]. AMD64 [Hub03]. Americans [Sta96b]. Amherst [IEE92a]. AML [Esp96]. among [Col09a]. AMS [Joy09a]. Amsterdam [Ahn08b]. Amtec [Ano96c]. Anaheim [USE90]. Analyse [Rau04]. analysing [PSSH16].

Analysis [Bar01, BFC02, Gol06, Gup03, KY16, KJR16, Mor08, NS01, PSR16, PMG+09, PKG+10, PPG+11, PBJ+12, SSP17, WKM+17, AAA+12, Amb15, BOL14, Ban16, BSK+15, CWZ06, DP09, Feixx, FM10, Gal01, GF17, GV16, GJS+02, HLL+95, Höp04, Koc09, KFYI13, MPE+11, MRS07, MOT+18, Och12, PKH07, Raj13, Rau04, RAMB18, RP08, SMB+10, SMS16, SGM+08, SM08, SAOB02, Váz16, WLD+17, YLXZ16, dA15]. Analyst [Wil71]. analytical [FBY+17]. Analyzer [LO89, Pax88]. analyzing [HPT17]. Anarchism [Mog99]. Anarchy [Bar00a]. Anatomy [Lor95, Ros02a, Yan92]. Andrew [Ano00c]. Android [SL01]. Andy [Ano97a]. Angle [LHZ12]. Animal [GNR+09]. animation [MWG+90, MWG+91].

Announcements [Ano96d, Ano01a]. Annual [ACM93b, ACM94, ACM95, Ano87, Ano88b, Den99, IEE92c, IEE05, MS91, USE99, USE00a, USE01a, USE02b, USE02c, ACM93a, Ano94b, Bon93, IE95b, Jef08, USE98a]. anomaly [HC07]. Anonymity [CGK+02, CSD+05]. Anonymous [CdR99]. Anpassen [Gün02]. Ansi [PKP02, PKP05, PKP05]. answers [Phi12]. Ant [HL02, ZK05]. Antarctica [An99]. anthropological [Zei03]. anthropomorphic [GV16]. Anti [Ano00k, Mau05]. Anti-spam [Mau05]. Anti-Virus [Ano00k]. Antique [Jes03a]. Antonio [IEE92c, IEE94b]. Anup [GAS+01].

Anwenderhandbuch [Ano01c, Ron05a, Ano01c, Ron01a, Ron01b].

Anwendung [PKP05, G+00, G+02, GA04b]. Anwendungen [PKP02, PKP05]. Aonix [Kro99b, Kro99a]. Apache [CJ17, DGC+07, Fie99, FvH03, LW03, MZH02, Sai01, Ude97]. API [Ano00i].

Appli [Ano00j]. App [DDJ99]. Appearance [LR11]. Appendix [TRM16].

Appgen [Ano00k]. applet [GM02]. Application [AJ05, Ano00c, Ano01i, Ano01j, CWB+04, GBG+16, GB00, HMP+15, LGW18, PPG+11, VXdP01, ACW04, AHG94, BH11, EKR91, Fri97, HM10, Jon05a, PSS16, TH199].

Applications [Ano00d, Ano00k, Ano00l, Ano02b, BK91, BJJ14, CKB+05, FHH11, Gag02, GD12, GM05, IEE92c, IEE94b, IEE95b, IEE05, J00, MS12, Per00, PK10, She01, ACM94, APK14a, APK14b, BS95, BS+14, Cha11, DP09, Hen92, Hin87, LGS+17, LS04, Mcl92, Pet05, Sai13, Yad07, Ye05, TD011].

Applied [Ano01a, DGBH93]. Applikationen [GGK99]. Appli [Kro99b].
[DF00]. Bill [Ano00a, Ano00b]. Binary
[Lew99a, Lew99b, BCR+08, FHL+07, Cha91]. Binary128 [LZ16, LZ17]. Binary64 [LZ16, LZ17]. Binding [Ano01j, Ano02b, Coo95b, Bad07, Coo95a].
Bindings [LFN+11]. Biogeography [FVD+12]. Bioinformatics
[CKB+05, SHK+03, DD08, KTTK17]. Biological [DKMB14]. biology
[WLD+17]. biomedical [DP99, KTTK17]. Biometry [MMD12].
Birds [Dew07]. Birds-of-a-feather [Dew07]. Birmingham [IEE92d].
Bison [DS99, VoI89, HSC89, DS90, DS99, DS00, DS02]. bit
[Ano00b, Ano00a, GHL+04, Jae03, STS92]. Bit-Mapped [STS92]. Bitcoin
[Cap12]. Bitcoins [Hol15]. bits [Eub05]. Bitco [Kuk98]. Black [Ano08a].
Blame [CWB+04]. BLAST [Ano96b]. Blender [JP09b]. blind [Man92].
Bloch [SDL+16]. Blockchain [TNM17]. Blockchain-Technologie
[TNM17]. Blocks [Ano00j]. blog [PM13]. blueprint [Mon03]. Board
[Bar01]. body [JWC18]. Boltzmann [FBY+17, ZCG17]. Bonas [QR92].
Book [Aji17, Ang01, Ano97b, Ano97a, Ano99a, Ano00c, Ano00a, Ano00b, Ano00c, Ano00d, Ano11, Ano13, Bra92, Chi97, Cho99, CDJ+00, Cro00, Gil06, Jen97, LMW12, PK05, SD16, LD13, PKP2, Yad07, Ano15a]. books
[Sta01a]. Bookshelf [GF99, GS00]. BORIS [FG16]. borne [Eds16]. borrow
[Sib17]. borrowing [Har05]. Boston [IEE92b, USE01b]. both
[KHA+03, YLX16]. Boundary [WP04]. bounded [Rog09a, Rog09b].
Bourne [Ano00k]. Boussinesq [TL17]. Boussinesq-type [TL17]. Box
[Ano00i, Hae02, RAH+01]. Boy [RAH+01]. Branch [Sim00]. branches
[GK92]. Brave [TG99]. Brazil [EKJ+03, Hal02]. Brazilian [Bro04]. BRB
[KY16]. breast [WHJ+15]. Breed [Vol89]. Breeze [Ano02b]. Bremen
[EKR91]. Bridge [Ano00i, Ano11]. Brief [Ano15b, AD04, Kri90, San01].
Briefs [Gla99, PM00]. Brighton [AT92]. bring [VMKB05]. Bringing
[San03, Fri06, Sea04]. British [MG94, SM89b]. Broadband [GEMN07].
Broken [Ahn08a]. Brooks [Bar00b]. Browser [Hau01, HBC+05, Yac88].
browsing [RM92]. brukergrensesnitt [Esp96]. BSD
[DF00, Lin02a, Cor05, Guy00, Lin02a]. BSDCon [USE02a]. BSDL [Jak03].
BSDs [Luc99]. BSE [RAMB18]. Buch [GGK99]. Bucks [Ano00k]. Buffer
[CPG+04, Wag03, Ano00b, Rog09a, Rog09b]. Bug
[CPJ+98, TLL+14, ACB18, FM10]. bug-fixing [ACB18]. Bug-Free
[CPJ+98]. Buggy [CPJ+98]. bugs [SIK+13]. Bugzilla [ZK05]. build
[APK12a, APK14b, Kop05]. builder [Me092]. Building [AAB+05a, AMS03, An000d, Bur04b, CC04, KTTK17, Nej12, Per00, PK10, SJ+05, Sch03, Ste06b, TG09, WHJ15, WKBI4, Wuo01, Ye005, DPH16, EHP14, PSSH16].
Builds [Mol02, dCdCM14]. built [JDB10]. bulletin [Fre87]. Burdens
[CGB+05]. Biurpakete [GGK99]. Business
[Ano00k, Ano01]. Bar01, Hee99, LRP11, Hay05, WBY+08]. Buttons [STS92].
Buy [CDJ+00]. Bye [Coc01b].

C [Ano90d, Ano96b, DF00, FD92, Lea88, Lea92, Lea93, LMOS93, LSM096,
LSM+01, Loo15, Oms03, PKP02, PKP05, SGD00, Tie88, Tie93, Ahm08b, Ano88c, Ano93a, Ano01j, BM06, BR95, Ber96, CR92b, Che95, Col02, Dav91, DP09, DC00, Eig03, FHH11, FG92, Gar09, GK92, He95, Ho95, KOI94, KORP95, Lea94, Lla06, LSM+99, LSM+00, LS04, Mei92, MSS95, Mit94, OK94, Oma89, PKH07, PQM11, PH82, Pin02, PKP02, PKP05, Sai13, Sal88, SC08, Ste95, Ste99, Ste00b, Ste01, Tie90, USE88, Vol96, Wal93, Win95, Yac88, YSVM+16. C# [BHP+01]. C-Tree [Ano96b]. C [Oms03]. C/C [FD92, PKP02, PKP05, Eig03, SC08]. C0 [Edd96]. C99 [She07]. CA [Ano97a, Ano99a, Ano00a, Ano00b, Lei93a, USE94, USE01a, USE02a]. cache [Cha92, Far05]. Cactus [HL02]. CAD [Ano04b, RP08]. CAD-oriented [RP08]. CADE [Bun94, Kap92]. CADE-11 [Kap92]. CADE-12 [Bun94]. Calc [Gil93, Ano96a], calculate [Yap11]. Calculates [Coc01b]. calculating [GFZ16, SC16, SPAW17]. calculations [Dan11, KPK+17, MSB09, RAMB18]. Caldera [Ano98, Ano00e]. Calendaring [Sif00]. Calibration [BVLF14]. California [ACM92, Ano94b, USE90, USE99, USE02b, USE02c]. Call [Ano03b, Ano03c, KG01, PMBM+15, Ano04a, GKM82, GKM04, Hub04b]. calls [Och09]. Caltech [Bar00a]. Can [Ebe09, EMdL+07, Ell12, Sta01a, Ste08, Wea03, BR03]. Canada [ACM88, Ano00i, Lev95b, Lev95a, MG94, Ass95, HDR03, HDR04]. capabilities [Bri09a, Bri09b]. Capacity [Ano01d]. Capital [Got05, CH11]. Capitalism [CMJ+04]. Capturing [Ale92, Pal87]. CAPWAP [BCT+09]. car [MSR10]. Carpe [Bar01]. Card [Bar01]. Cardi [Ano01j]. Cards [SSC93]. care [EKR09]. Career [Rie15]. Carlo [Hua17, SMRM+17]. cas [Cor00]. Cascade [YLL+15]. CASCON [BGG+94]. Case [AtHR11, Goo14, KG+16, Rie10, TTB05, VGIp01, Zad02, vDLM09, BSW+14, DTHB05, DDHS03, Emb06, FvH03, Gal01, Gau03, Ger03, GPPT16, HZ14, KFYI13, MFH02, MLWR18, PAB+17, Paa06, Shi12, VSGM14, YAS91, YA11, vKSL03]. Cassandra [SMRM+17]. Cat [IEE94c, MS91, MSNS91]. CATCH [LF90]. Catches [Bar01]. categorization [KGM06]. Cathedral [Ray99b, Ray99c, USE02a, Ray01]. cautionary [Bur04a]. Cayenne [Ano98]. CC [Sta88e, Sta92b, Sta00b]. CCA [Com84, CCA84]. CCG [Mor91]. CD [Ano96b, Ano97a, Ano00a, Ano00b, Ano01d, Ano01c, DF00, PKP02, PKP05, Su01, PKP05, Rod00]. CD-ROM [Ano00a, Ano00b, Rod00]. CD-ROMs [Ano01d]. CDK [SHK+03]. CDs [Gü02]. CE [Ano95a, SCC+00]. ceiling [MSM+03]. Celebrate [CSD+05]. Celeris [TL17]. Celerity [DXT+18]. Cell [GEMN07, BCP+16, DBP+18]. cells [NGCI+12]. Cellular [MPE+11]. censorship [Shi12]. Center [ACM00, Bao93, Cha98, GB00, KG01, WBB+74]. centered [For12]. Central [Har94]. centralizada [VD01]. centralized [VD01]. Centre [Rit88]. Centric [BE06]. Century [ST10, Sal94, Sch09, Har05]. CEO [Ano04a]. CERN [VW92]. CERNLIB [FP94]. Certification [BCPS10, DBBA10, Mag04, Mir07, Mag00, Mag01a, Mag01b, Mag01c, MS02, Sai01, Sai02]. Certified [Ano00c, Mag04, DRP01]. Certifying [SK04]. CFD
[AFS81, AFS82, Ano88b, Ano00j, Ano00k, Bao93, Bar01, BKP05, BBdD17, Coc01b, Cse99, DMP+02, Est06, IEE92c, IEE94c, IEE95b, IEE05, Kuk98, SM89b, Ten93, And01, BSK87, Cra90, Deo90, DDA+07, DD08, Dre94, EKR91, HETD09, Hol05, Ten93, And01, BSK87, Cra90, Deo90, DDA+07, DD08, Dre94, EKR91, HETD09, Hol05, Ten93, And01, BSK87, Cra90, Deo90, DDA+07, DD08, Dre94, EKR91, HETD09, Hol05, Ten93, And01, BSK87, Cra90, Deo90, DDA+07, DD08, Dre94]. computer-assisted [SBM+10]. Computer-Implemented [Est06]. Computers [IEE94c, Par03, SNF04, SM89b, Kro00]. Computersysteme [FG85]. Computing [ACM00, AY93, And03, Ano97d, Ano00j, Bar01, Bra97, CSD+05, Cse99, DGBH93, FVD+12, Gan17, HE17, Hom00, IEE90, IEE92b, IEE93, IEE95a, Ten93, VW92, Zim10, BPG94, Bik96, Bor90, Dan11, EHP94, HTU96, JPD9a, Kaw92, MTD09, MM10, YM93]. Con [DDJ99]. concepts [Geh96, Kra05, Sai02]. Concern [HOST05]. CONCERTO [Maz15, SA15]. concurrency [Dan11]. Concurrent [KK94, MWB99, MR94]. condensed [GCK+17]. Conditions [SG05, WP04]. Conference [ACM89, ACM92, ACM93a, ACM95, ACM97, AT92, Ano87, Ano88b, Ano88c, Ano89, Ano90a, Ano90b, Ano90c, Ano90d, Ano91, Ano93c, Ano94a, Ano94b, Ano06, Bao93, BSW95, BK14, BSK87, Bum94, EHP94, FMA02, Fur90, IEE89, IEE92c, IEE94a, IEE94c, IEE94b, IEE95a, IEE95b, IEE05, Kap92, MS91, MSNS91, MG94, SS93, SC00, Uni01, USE88, USE90, USE92, USE94, USE98b, USE99, USE00a, USE01a, USE02b, USE02c, VW92, Vor92, Yuk94, AK95, Lei93a, MSLH71, SM89b, USE98a, Den99, Mar01, Xia08]. Confession [Gla08]. configuraciones [VD01]. Configuration [Bla06, BCI+09, Bur95, HPT17, Jan01, Mag00, Mag01a]. configurations [VD01]. Configuring [Reh01a]. Conformal [GNR+09]. Congress [Ano14, FvdHJ10]. conjoint [BH11]. Connect [Ano00]. Connection [Uni01]. cons [Ano04c, Gre80]. consciousness [Ale92]. Considerations [Amb15]. Consoles [GAS+01]. Consortium [Bar01, Sta06, Hoh01]. Constitutional [DPL+91]. constraint [GB06]. construction [BJWZ08, HMR93, Muw09]. Consultants [Ano95a]. Consumer [GB00]. Contained [Ano03a]. containers [Day91]. Contemporary [BCB+17, RCP+12]. Content [MSW09, BCV+05, Cap13, Gal01, GRJS01, Shi12]. Contest [Bar00b, Bar00a]. Context [Men10]. Continental [Bao93]. Continuation [GM05]. continuing [DCS05]. continuous [Hua17]. continuous-time [Hua17]. Contract [Jon02, BCHR12, MG05, Oms03]. Contrast [Jes03b]. contribute [Ano04a]. Contribution [BE06, HK09, JZ09, Oms03]. Contributions [EGH+05, GSW08, LMWM18]. contributor [Jon01]. contributor-run [Jon01]. contributors [HNH03]. Control [Bao93, BVI14, NRG+09, SSC+00, Sim00, TV99, BG95, Gal01, Gar09, MGFRG12]. Controlled [CW15a, CW15b, Kir12]. Controller [Ben78]. Controlling [Rie11]. Convention [ACM00, Bao93]. Conversation [Flo94]. conversion [QLC+12]. Converters [Ano95c]. Converting [Kro00, Rad92]. Cookbook [Ano00c, Fin80a, Fin80b, G+06, Phi12]. *COOL [MR94, CPG+04, Eub05]. cooperation [MG05]. Cooperative [Dan11, Bro04]. coordination
Cyberpiracy [Rau04].

Cyberpiratie [Rau04].

cyberspace [Les99].

Cyclic [Due97].

Cygnus [Laz99].

Cygwin [Rac00].

Cyrix [Ano96c, Ano01c].

cytometry [MPE+11].

Data [BVLF14, Kuk98, Ano01j, DO16, SDeaK+09, Wen02, Wes00].

datum [Sal08].

dalek [OCH90a, OCH90b].

dallas [ACM00, IEE95b].

dance [DB05].

danger [Cha01b].

danish [MG05].

dans [Séd02].

dansk [MG05].

DARPA [Coc01a, CGB+05].

data [AHB+09, Ano96b, Ano00k, Ano01j, Ano02b, CSD+05, Dig82, Ell12, FY18, FMA02, Gil05, Jan08, McC02b, Mor08, Noj01, Qc18, SSC+00, SC02, Sta92c, Sta97c, SC00, WKB14, ALVV17, BGM99, CD95, DP09, EKUR10, Koc09, Lal91, LH14, Mei92, MGFRG12, ODP15, QLC+12, SCR05, Sta88d, Wi91b, AA+12, Dat85, Kro00, Lin02a].

data-binding [Ano01j, Ano02b].

database [Ano00e, Ano00d, Ano01i, Ano04b, ABN A05, Bon02, EKUR10, MSZ+01, Mon03, Phi93, Qui00, Yad07].

databases [CC03, Ell12, Mar01, Noj01, Pan04, Tan11b, Bon02, EKUR10, PC13].

datacomm [Ano96c].

dataless [CGB+05].

DataSet [CGZ17].

datasets [CHE+10].

dateien [DF00].

datenbank [GGK99].

datenverschlüsselung [Lin02a].

d’autore [Mol01, Zic01].

David [Fox08].

day [Pow00, McC02b].

days [Boy00].

db [Yad07].

dbUrls [Tan11b].

dc [IEE89, IEE95a].

dcc [SC00].

DDD [MS08].

DDPredictor [HLS+13a, HLS+13b].

dead [Hoh01, MI07].

deadlock [GWT+01].
deal [Jon02].
death [Mog99].

debt [HSX+18].

dept [HSX+18].

debug [Per02].

debugger [MZG14, OCH90a, OCH90b, Per02, Sta89a, SPS+00, SPS+02, But94, But95, Sta88a, Sta89b, SPG92, SP93, SP95, Sta96a, Sta98a].

debugging [LL14, SP93, SP95, Sta96a, Sta98a, SPS+00, SPS+02, Zac01, MS08, Mit95].
debuts [Ano02b].
deC [AFS81, AFS82, Dig75a, PH82].
deC-20 [AFS81, AFS82].
deCade [Pes93, Sch09].
deCades [CGZ17].
deCember [IEE92c, IEE94a, IEE05].
deCeption [CGK+02, Sta02a].
deCimal [Bee17].
deCimal-arithmetic [Bee17].
deCision [Höp04, Wen90].
deClicative [Dvo04].
deCovation [GF17, SDeaK+09].

decryption [Bar00b].
deCsystem [Uni77].
deCsystem-10 [Uni77].
deCus [Dig82].
deduction [Bun94, Kap92].
deduplication [Gal10].
defamation [Ros02c].
defect [KT04, Ra13].
defects [UMV15].
defend [CSD+05].
defense [CWB+04, Bol02].
define [CSD+05].
defined [SSS+14].
defining [RT12].
definite [Yad07].
definition [Per05, Sta96c, Lal91].
definitive
[Fox08, WvH04, vHW03, vHW06]. Deformable [GKL+14]. deformation 
[GBG+16]. del [Les01]. delivering [Hen92]. delivery [SA15]. Delta3D 
[DMJ05]. demo [AAA+12]. demystified [Sut02]. Denning 
[CSP+03, PLS+91]. density [GCK+17, HPT17, RAMB18]. Deuver 
[USE88, USE00b]. Department [Bo102, BHP+01]. Dependable [EHP94]. 
dependence [CH06a, HMR93]. dependent [YSVM+16, YSMA+17]. 
description [Pyr84, SLC88]. descriptions [SC88a]. descriptor 
[Yap11, Cha91]. Descriptions [GBG+16, Yap11]. Design 
[AML+10, BGM99, Bar00b, Bax01, CFM08, CMJ+04, DXT+18, IEE94c, 
Kro00, LOW91, Mat03, Mio90, Nov04, TMM+13, Wal93, Bor88, FFK99, For12, 
KP93, KSD+12, PDG+87, Pal87, Váz16, Wiñ91a, Yan92, daA15]. designed 
[Mud97]. designers [Ham07]. Designing [Bar00a, Maz15, CG17]. Designs 
[Ano00j]. Desktop [Bra04, Dye03, EKJ+03, LGW18, RB92, dILM98, PS+09]. 
Desktop [Bra04]. Details [CRW+04]. Detecting [GWT+01, ODP15]. 
Detection 
[Cha01a, Kro99a, TBPS15, Wen00, Joh94a, KOI94, OK94, YLXZ16]. 
Determine [MOMM11]. Determining [Pow00, MD17]. deTestSet 
[MCS12]. deutsche [Oms03]. deutches [Hiüp01]. DEV [vWHvW09]. 
develop [MSS95]. developed [Fie90b]. Developer [Ano96c, Ano98, Bar01, 
KJR+16, RM09, RAH+01, Rie15, DWJG02, Sin10a, War04, ZVvDD11]. 
Developers [Ano95a, Col09a, FT09, HDR03, HDR04, McL05, HNH03]. 
Developing [AHB+09, Ano03b, Ano03c, BGR89, FK04, Iwa02, MH07, 
Men10, Mil10, Pet05, Tra95, CF07a, CH06a, YA11]. Development 
[ABC+14, Ano00k, Ano01i, Ano01j, Ber96, BNSW15, BH07, BCB+17, CMF08, 
CPJ+98, Coh03, Fox08, GAS+01, Got07, Gui00, HOL+07, HR11, Krob99b, 
Kro99a, LHCH93, Lal91, Mit94, NR03, NK04, O’Rxx, PG02, Rav00, RCP+12, 
RE04, Rui02, Sca04, SFR+06, Sch03, SCSC04, SS04, Sta02c, SHK+03, SF15, 
Su01, TDBEE11, WL01, Zha16, vdLMM09, AW07, And11, ASAB02, AHM+07, 
BM06, BD03b, BAR16, But94, Car89, CM06, CLM+08, CH11, CF09, CSP09, 
CHA06, CWIH2, DTP05, EMDL+07, Emb06, For12, Gar09, GHL+04, 
Ger03, HOST05, HLL+95, Jor01, LIW03, Lov06, MFH02, MSR10, NG03, 
O’R99, Pca16, Ped05, PH16, PT91, Pya06, Qu100, SAA04, SA15, SAOB02, 
SG06, Thi99, Twi04, VMKB05, Yac88, You08, Zel03, ZE03, vvKVH03, Kro99b]. 
developments [Ros05, Cse99]. Device [Bud10]. Device-driver [Bud10]. 
devices [KKP+17, d’exploitation [Cor00]. DFMNT [QC18]. DGDBM 
[Fra95]. DHTML [BHP+01]. Diagramming [Kro99a]. Dialing [DDJ08]. 
[PBJ+12]. Dictionary [Ray91, SGD05]. dictionary-based [SGD05]. Diego 
[USE94]. Dies [Coc01a]. Different [Tan11b, Mud97]. Differential [LMW12]. 
Differentiation [UNF+08]. Diffusion [FRAK15]. Digest 
[IEE90, IEE92a, IEE92b, IEE93]. Digital [Gho07, He97, Par03, QC18, 
Rus14, Wat01, JP09b, Jon01, Sin08, Zic01, PBJ+12]. digitale [Zic01]. 
Dilemma [CGB+05]. Dimension [Ano96c, CGK+02, JWC18].
Dimensional [PBJ^12, CKS16, EHP^14]. dimensionality [SP^12].
Dimensions [Sta^97b]. directed [Kli^90, SMS^04]. Directing
[SM00a, SM00b, SM02, SM89a]. Directories [Ano^95a]. Directory [Ano^95a].
dired [STS^92], diritto [Mol^01, Zic^01]. disaster [CdSV^07, LQ^17].
disaster-tolerant [LQ^17]. Discipline [Par^03]. DISCO [Mio^90].
discontinuous [FRAK^15, RAW^16]. discourse [Kit^94]. discovery
[Aki^16, ALV^17, BH^17]. Discrete [PSR^16, DPH^16, NMS^14]. discussed
[J^05]. disk [Ano^88a, Wil^14]. disk-based [Wil^14]. disparate [Hin^87].
Display [Ano^97c, BVLF^14, Sta^79, Sta^84, MYU^89, Sta^80a, Sta^81e, Sta^81a,
Sta^81d, Sta^81c, Sta^81b]. dispositions [Mol^01]. disposizioni [Mol^01].
Dispute [Sta^04a]. Distance [Far^06, MTBS^09]. distortion [GV^16].
Distributed [AY^93, CD^95, Cha^01a, GF^17, IEE^92a, BM^02, BD^03b, CKH^91,
Fra^95, KMG^+93, Kaw^92, LQ^17, RAM^18, TTL^06, VGD^+97]. Distributing
[Bar^01]. Distribution
[Ano^00k, Ano^15c, MSSvK^08, McC^02b, Vål^04, LH^14, BVT^06]. distributions
[AKH^16]. Disturbing [CKB^+05]. Divide [Wat^01]. Division
[GS^12, GM^94, GLT^08]. DivX [Zic^01]. DIY [Sea^04]. DIY-IT [Sea^04].
DJGPP [FP^94]. DL [WBB^01]. Do [OG^07, CWH^12, PM^13, Sea^04].
do-it-yourself [Sea^04]. Document [Ano^01i, Fur^90, JV^01]. Documentation
[CS^95, CS^96, CS^99, CP^+98, KGM^+16, CS^91, CS^93, SC^88b]. Documenting
[Sta^79, Sta^84, Sta^80a, Sta^81e, Sta^81a, Sta^81d, Sta^81c, Sta^81b]. documents
[Bec^93, Iwa^02, Rod^00]. Does [WLC^01]. Doku [Ano^01d]. Dole [MSZ^02].
DOLFIN.COM [Ano^00k]. DOM [CP^01]. Domain
[Bar^00c, Geh^96, NÖ^03, HKvH^16]. domains [PAB^+17]. dominant [JZ^09].
Don't [CWB^+04, CSD^+05, CGB^+05, DDJ^99, EKJ^+03]. Door [Wea^03].
Doors [Eri^01, Jon^01]. DOS-Programme [Str^94]. Dose [PBJ^+12, Zha^16].
Dose-Volume [PBJ^+12]. dot [KPK^+17]. DoubleVision [Ano^00i]. Down
[NS^01, Ano^03c]. downgrader [Mc^92]. download [Ano^88a]. Dragonfly
[AM^18]. draw [Em^07]. drawbacks [Mud^97]. Drawing [EGK^+02].
Dress [Ahm^08a]. Drink [Sta^06]. drinks [Ano^03c]. driven [MT^94, Phi^93].
Driver [Ano^96b, Ano^00k, Bud^10]. Drivers [Ano^97c]. Drives [Ebc^07].
Drops [EKJ^+03]. Drucken [Gün^02]. Drug [Ano^14, EKUR^10]. Drupal
[JP^99b]. DSP [Lea^94]. DSPs [Ros^02a]. Dual [Ano^98, CHI^10, Gar^09].
DualSPhysics [CD^+15]. duksFoam [ZCG^17]. Dumb [BHP^+01].
dummies [Bel^00]. duplicate [LZ^12]. DVD [Su^01, Ken^02]. Dynamic
[MSM^+03, NS^01, Och^12]. dynamical [Dan^11]. Dynamically
[MZG^14, Don^04, HH^88]. Dynamics
[BCB^+17, TDB^11, Aki^16, APK^14a, APK^14b, HPT^17, JNN^12, PHT^17].

E-Address [CD^+00]. e-books [Sta^01a]. e-Voting [CKB^+05, PL^05].
Earlier [Sta^12]. Early [Par^03, KTP^95]. Easy [Kre^00]. Easysoft [Ano^00i].
echo [PSS^+07]. Eclipse [DGC^+07, GP^05, GHM^+05, MS^08, Wol^03a, ZK^05].
Ecologists [Kri^03]. Ecology [PMB^+15, Eds^16, WLD^+17]. Econometric
[BD^03a]. Econometrics [Edd^96]. Economic [Rie^07, Rie^10, Ano^01g, GL^08].
Cam99, Cam00, Cha97, Chaxx, Cha01c, Cha04, Che87a, Chi93, Coo91, Cur02, Esp96, Fin00a, Gli97, Gos84, Gre80, HH88, KK94, Lan89, Laz98, LLSt99, LLSt00, Li91, LO89, McA85, MC91, NS01, Pal87, P+99, Pel89, Pyr84).

Emacs [Rei93, RB92, Rod00, RHS+04, Sta86a, Sta86b, Sta86c, Sta88b, Sta88c, Sta92a, Sta93a, Sta93b, Sta94, Sta95, Sta97a, Sta97b, Uni85a, Uni86, Vie97, Wel94a, Wel94b, Yac88, von88, Tho92]. Emacs-Based [LO89]. Emacs-Intr [AFS81]. Emacs-type [KK94].

Embedded [Ano94b, Ano01j, BES+01, Hau01, Jor04, Kro99b, Sut02, TTB09, BM06, KW94, LLSt11, Twi04, Yad07, Hau01, Jor04]. Embedding [GCK+17].

Embrace [Sam06]. Embracing [Ano03e, CO12]. Emotional [Sta04a].

Emotions [MOT+18]. Empirical [AW07, Ano01e, Ban16, CFM08, FM10, GFS05, KJRD16, MSSvK08, MRS07, AKHG16, AMC16, CLM+08, FG92, HZS+16, HM10, LGS+17, XNC13, PKB17, PSE04, RNR17, RC10, SSA08].

Employing [LC12]. Empress [Ano97c]. Emulating [Smi90]. Emulator [MZG14]. EMUS-Intr [SDL+16]. Enabled [FKM+11, KG01, Bla06].

Enabling [Ano02b]. Encoder [Kro00]. Encoding [CPJ+98, Mund97, Lin02a].

Encouraging [GSW08]. Encryption [Ano86, Bar00c, PM00]. End [Ano00k, Tho92, Tro95]. EndNote [Lie02]. Endorses [Sta04a].

Engage [HETD09]. Engagement [BAR16]. Engaging [Nej12, MdL09].

Engine [DMJ05, GEMN07, Wen02, Bur95, CP01, Ert94]. Engineer [Ano00c, GAS01]. Engineering [Ano96c, Ano00j, Ano01e, Bao93, BPG94, Cha98, CC03, Fit11, IEE94a, Tot06, ACM93b, Ano01g, FHH11, Ano01a].

Engineers [CSD+05]. England [IEE90]. Enhanced [Ano00i, McC05, SZAB98, SZAB99, EHHH06, HBC+05]. Enhancement [HNT93, LA10]. Enhancing [vWHvW09]. Enjeux [Cor00]. Enlightenment [Fer03]. Enough [Bar00a, Wes03]. Ensure [CKB+05]. Entangled [Bar00c, JWC18].

Enterprise [BVLF14, G+06, Kop05, Kro99a, McC04, Sor06, BH11, Del10, RNR17, WG05].

Entertainment [GAS+01]. Entire [Mof02, Mer03]. entrepreneur [Gil04].

Entrepreneurial [PRRL12]. Entropy [SSP17]. Entrenched [Kro99a].

Entwicklung [O'Rxx]. Entwurf [Lei93b]. environment [Koc09].

Environment [Ano01i, Ano01j], Hl01, Dye03, GEMN07, Har94, KP84, Kro99b, LHCH93, Sua78a, Ste00a, WKA+08, dILM98, AMH+07, Big13, Gad88, Gar09, GM84, GHL+04, HH88, KORP95, KC92, KTTK17, McA85, PSS+07, RT05, YM93, HOST05]. Environmental [EXA+05, SSM+07].

Environments [BSS84, CW15a, CW15b, Oma89, Sim05]. Eof [Fri06, Bro04, Bro05, Coh03, DiB04, Lei04, O'S04, Ped05]. EP90 [Fur90].

Epilogue [TRM16]. epiretinal [CKS16]. Epoch [OSM94a, OSM94b].

Epsilon [Joh92]. EPTs [GS02]. eQE [GCK+17]. eqtools [CFW17].

equal [Ra13]. equation [SM08, YSVM+16, YSMA+17, ZCG17]. Equations [LMW12]. equilibria [CFW17]. equipment [MGFRG12]. Equivalent [Coo01b]. Era [BGG+00]. erfolgreiches [GGK99]. erklàrt [J+05]. ERP [BH11]. ERPs [SS06]. Error [Glao3a, Glao8, Kro99a, TV99].
Forth [Ano94a, Ert94]. Fortran [Ano96b, Ano01a, AS97, AG95, Ano96d, Ano97d, Ano01a, Bad07, Bra97, Bro03, SZAB97, SZAB98, SZAB99, UNF+08, YSVM+16, YSMA+17].

FORTTRAN77 [But95]. FortranPlus [Ano01a]. Forum [CGK+02, CSP+03, CBW+04, CMJ+04, CRW+04, CKB+05, CSD+05, CGB+05, San78b, Sta78b, Sta02a, Sta03c, SHS+93]. forward [KSV16]. Foss [MdL09, Bol02]. FOSS4G [MS12, BK14]. Fotos [DF00]. foundation [BYV08, Ano01i, Bro05, CJ17, CRW+04]. Foundations [Rie10, You08].

Fourier [JP99a]. Fourth [Ano88b, Ano90c, MS91]. FPGA [ZKCS91]. Fractal [Haf01]. Fragen [Sie99, Sto04]. FrameMaker [Ano02b]. Frames [Men10]. Framework [Ano01j, BMF+16, CBB06, MMD12, Mor08, PMBM+15, PK10, SAC+15, Sto09, DP09, HPT17, Hub04b, JNN12, MGFRG12, PHT17, SSR02]. frameworks [May17, YWA07]. France [Bun94, IEE93, QR92, DMP+02]. Francisco [ACM92, Lei93a, USE02a]. fray [Sch09]. Fred [Bar00b]. Free [Ano86, Ano96d, Ano97d, Ano99c, Ano99d, Ano01a, Lin02b, Ano10, BBD+96a, Bar00a, BFC02, Bon11, Bra97, CPJ+98, Coc01a, CPG+04, Col09a, CK10, CGK+02, CGB+05, Curt02, DDJ98, Del01, DM15a, EXA+05, Ell12, Far91, FFHL07, Fie88, Fie90a, Fie90b, Fio03, Gal11, Gay02, Gla03a, Gla08, GBICMR13, GM05, GW09, mH00, Hug95, Jam09, Kni14, Keh94, Kro00, Lam09, May06, Mec12, MTBS09, Mic04, MN04, Mog01c, Nej12, O'S04, Ous09, Rad89, Sca04, SFF+06, SB08, Shi12, Sta96c, Sta98b, Sta02a, Sta04b, TV99, Tay00, Tr096d, Tro96a, Tro96c, Tro97, Ude97, Whe03, Wil02, dA15, Bab02, BV06, BAE14, Bro04, CGZ17, Col09b, Cor05, CHA06, CW06, Cus04, DB05, DM15a, Eds16, Feg06, JFR16, FG16, GJMPAM+14, GFZ16, GW10, Hea09, KJ03]. free [Kop05, MTD+10, O'S03, ORI+10, PH16, Ros05, Sal08, SSA08, Sta09, Ste08, SG06, YA11, Zic01, CPG+04, Ano01i, BES+01, Bol02, Bro05, CWHW12, Jak03, Mog99, Mog01a, Mog01b, Mol01, MS12, NR03, Séd02, Sie09, Sie10, ST04, Stö04]. free-software [GJMPAM+14, ORI+10]. Free/ [CWHW12]. free/libre/open [O'S03, YA11]. Free/Open [Lam09, SFF+06, CW06, SSA08, SG06, NR03]. FreeBSD [Ano00i, Ano01, Coc01a, DTB05, GS12, Jer01, YSC+06]. Freedom [Cha01b, EKJ+03, Wil02, Mar05, Sta01a, Yak04]. Freely [GM02, ODP15]. Freemont [Ano00]. Freenet [Bar00a]. Freenets [Hug95]. FREEUNIX [USE01b, USE02b, USE98a]. FreeRTOS [GPPT16]. Freetype [Ano10]. Freeware [Edw98, Geh96, Ude97, Fri97]. freie [Lin02b, Jak03, Sie04, Stö04]. Freier [Sie99]. Freiheit [Jak04]. French [Ron05b, Séd02]. Frenzy [GWT+01]. Frequency [PSR16, Blo04]. Frequently [And03, freundlicher [Oms03]. Friedman [Aji17, Ano00c]. Friend [Wel94a]. friendly [MWG08, Oms03, Sch90b]. front [Tho92, Tro05]. Fronts' [Sta03a]. FS [Wel03]. FSF [DDJ99]. FTCS [IEE92b, IEE93]. FTCS-22 [IEE92b]. FTCS-23 [IEE93]. FTM [MHP94]. fuel [BCP+16, HMP+15, NGC+12]. Fujitsu [Ano01a, YM93]. Full [RSKF96, Dan11, LSF94, Phi12]. fully [FBY+17]. Fun [GAS+01]. Function
[Ano15c, Cod75, RC10, Sch90a]. **Functional**

[ACM92, Cou13, GKR+17, HPT17, RAMB18]. **functionality**

[Ano03d, SRGCPB+09]. **functions** [LN92, Mer03, Neh04, Neh07, PHT17].

**Funds** [Cha98, Coc01a]. **FUNPACK** [Cod75]. Further [Ano02a]. **Future** [LLdI00, San98, SZAB98, Sta04a, CK08].

G [Ano00c, KY16, Gou04, Sid03, Ano04b]. g77 [Ano95c]. **Gaelyne** [Ano00d].

**Gaining** [WG00]. Gaithersburg [Fur90]. Galerkin [FRAK15, RAW+16].

**Game** [DMJ05, Sca04]. **Games** [CSP+03, GAS+01, SuS01]. Gap [San08, Joy09b]. GAR [Mof02]. Garage [Pra03]. Garanties [Séc02].

**Garbage** [CR92b]. Garcia [Ano00l]. Gasson [Ano00d]. Gateway [Ano00j, AML+10].**GaussDal** [ABNA05]. Gawk [Gor96, Anoxx, Clo89, Clo91, GAW87, Lou96, Wit90]. GCC [Cha98, Coc01a]. FUNPACK [Cod75]. further [Ano02a].

**Future** [LLdI00, San98, SZAB98, Sta04a, CK08].

G [Ano00c, KY16, Gou04, Sid03, Ano04b]. g77 [Ano95c]. **Gaelyne** [Ano00d].

**Gaining** [WG00]. Gaithersburg [Fur90]. Galerkin [FRAK15, RAW+16].

**Game** [DMJ05, Sca04]. **Games** [CSP+03, GAS+01, SuS01]. Gap [San08, Joy09b]. GAR [Mof02]. Garage [Pra03]. Garanties [Séc02].

**Garbage** [CR92b]. Garcia [Ano00l]. Gasson [Ano00d]. Gateway [Ano00j, AML+10].**GaussDal** [ABNA05]. Gawk [Gor96, Anoxx, Clo89, Clo91, GAW87, Lou96, Wit90]. GCC [Cha98, Coc01a]. FUNPACK [Cod75]. further [Ano02a].

**Future** [LLdI00, San98, SZAB98, Sta04a, CK08].

G [Ano00c, KY16, Gou04, Sid03, Ano04b]. g77 [Ano95c]. **Gaelyne** [Ano00d].

**Gaining** [WG00]. Gaithersburg [Fur90]. Galerkin [FRAK15, RAW+16].

**Game** [DMJ05, Sca04]. **Games** [CSP+03, GAS+01, SuS01]. Gap [San08, Joy09b]. GAR [Mof02]. Garage [Pra03]. Garanties [Séc02].

**Garbage** [CR92b]. Garcia [Ano00l]. Gasson [Ano00d]. Gateway [Ano00j, AML+10].**GaussDal** [ABNA05]. Gawk [Gor96, Anoxx, Clo89, Clo91, GAW87, Lou96, Wit90]. GCC [Cha98, Coc01a]. FUNPACK [Cod75]. further [Ano02a].

**Future** [LLdI00, San98, SZAB98, Sta04a, CK08].

G [Ano00c, KY16, Gou04, Sid03, Ano04b]. g77 [Ano95c]. **Gaelyne** [Ano00d].

**Gaining** [WG00]. Gaithersburg [Fur90]. Galerkin [FRAK15, RAW+16].

**Game** [DMJ05, Sca04]. **Games** [CSP+03, GAS+01, SuS01]. Gap [San08, Joy09b]. GAR [Mof02]. Garage [Pra03]. Garanties [Séc02].

**Garbage** [CR92b]. Garcia [Ano00l]. Gasson [Ano00d]. Gateway [Ano00j, AML+10].**GaussDal** [ABNA05]. Gawk [Gor96, Anoxx, Clo89, Clo91, GAW87, Lou96, Wit90]. GCC [Cha98, Coc01a]. FUNPACK [Cod75]. further [Ano02a].

**Future** [LLdI00, San98, SZAB98, Sta04a, CK08].

G [Ano00c, KY16, Gou04, Sid03, Ano04b]. g77 [Ano95c]. **Gaelyne** [Ano00d].

**Gaining** [WG00]. Gaithersburg [Fur90]. Galerkin [FRAK15, RAW+16].

**Game** [DMJ05, Sca04]. **Games** [CSP+03, GAS+01, SuS01]. Gap [San08, Joy09b]. GAR [Mof02]. Garage [Pra03]. Garanties [Séc02].

**Garbage** [CR92b]. Garcia [Ano00l]. Gasson [Ano00d]. Gateway [Ano00j, AML+10].**GaussDal** [ABNA05]. Gawk [Gor96, Anoxx, Clo89, Clo91, GAW87, Lou96, Wit90]. GCC [Cha98, Coc01a]. FUNPACK [Cod75]. further [Ano02a].

**Future** [LLdI00, San98, SZAB98, Sta04a, CK08].

G [Ano00c, KY16, Gou04, Sid03, Ano04b]. g77 [Ano95c]. **Gaelyne** [Ano00d].

**Gaining** [WG00]. Gaithersburg [Fur90]. Galerkin [FRAK15, RAW+16].

**Game** [DMJ05, Sca04]. **Games** [CSP+03, GAS+01, SuS01]. Gap [San08, Joy09b]. GAR [Mof02]. Garage [Pra03]. Garanties [Séc02].

**Garbage** [CR92b]. Garcia [Ano00l]. Gasson [Ano00d]. Gateway [Ano00j, AML+10].**GaussDal** [ABNA05]. Gawk [Gor96, Anoxx, Clo89, Clo91, GAW87, Lou96, Wit90]. GCC [Cha98, Coc01a]. FUNPACK [Cod75]. further [Ano02a].

**Future** [LLdI00, San98, SZAB98, Sta04a, CK08].

G [Ano00c, KY16, Gou04, Sid03, Ano04b]. g77 [Ano95c]. **Gaelyne** [Ano00d].

**Gaining** [WG00]. Gaithersburg [Fur90]. Galerkin [FRAK15, RAW+16].

**Game** [DMJ05, Sca04]. **Games** [CSP+03, GAS+01, SuS01]. Gap [San08, Joy09b]. GAR [Mof02]. Garage [Pra03]. Garanties [Séc02].

**Garbage** [CR92b]. Garcia [Ano00l]. Gasson [Ano00d]. Gateway [Ano00j, AML+10].**GaussDal** [ABNA05]. Gawk [Gor96, Anoxx, Clo89, Clo91, GAW87, Lou96, Wit90]. GCC [Cha98, Coc01a]. FUNPACK [Cod75]. further [Ano02a].

**Future** [LLdI00, San98, SZAB98, Sta04a, CK08].

G [Ano00c, KY16, Gou04, Sid03, Ano04b]. g77 [Ano95c]. **Gaelyne** [Ano00d].

**Gaining** [WG00]. Gaithersburg [Fur90]. Galerkin [FRAK15, RAW+16].

**Game** [DMJ05, Sca04]. **Games** [CSP+03, GAS+01, SuS01]. Gap [San08, Joy09b]. GAR [Mof02]. Garage [Pra03]. Garanties [Séc02].

**Garbage** [CR92b]. Garcia [Ano00l]. Gasson [Ano00d]. Gateway [Ano00j, AML+10].**GaussDal** [ABNA05]. Gawk [Gor96, Anoxx, Clo89, Clo91, GAW87, Lou96, Wit90]. GCC [Cha98, Coc01a]. FUNPACK [Cod75]. further [Ano02a].

**Future** [LLdI00, San98, SZAB98, Sta04a, CK08].
[Stö04]. GFX [Row02]. GG [PKG+10, WKA+08]. Ghosh [GAS+01]. Gift [Zei03]. GIMP [DF00, GGK99, Neu00, Bur04b, Bus99, Goe07, Ham07, Har00, JP09b, Jes03a, Jes03b, Jes03c, KK99, LD13, Pec08, Row02, vGS10, DF00, Log99].
GIMP- [DF00]. GIMPLE [Mer03]. GIS [FVD+12, Lit14, MN04, SNF04].
Give [CSP+03, Smi17]. Given [Den99]. Glasgow [Ano14]. Glibc [Gar00].
Global
[Ahm09a, BB08, BK14, De'15, FVD+12, Uni01, Ano99c, Ger03, Lla06, Ano98].
Glow [CK10]. Glue [Car89]. GNARL [GB94]. Gnat [Fly87a, Fly87b, Ano95d, BOM97, Big13, Bri09a, Bri09b, CGS94, CDG97, Dew07, GS02, KTP95, Kir12, MB98, MGM+02, MSM+03, Mir03, MSK05, Mir07, Och09, Och12, PG02, RTH15, Rog09a, Rog09b, Rui13, RSZ96, RSKF96, Sch10, Smy97, VGG10, dIPRGB99, Shi03]. GNAT-AJIS [Och09].
GNAT/ORK [VGdlP01]. GNATProve [Kan12, HMW15]. GNATS [Pla97]. GNATTest [Kan12]. GNL [NN16]. Gnome [LR11, Cro00, Dye03, EKJ+03, GM84, Ger03, GWT+01, UCLxx, Ben78, KS02, LdI00, Lov06, Pet05, Pin02, Ste00a, War04, Wri00, dILM98, CP01, She01, VSGM14].
Gnome/GTK [Cro00]. GNU
[Ano97b, Ano97a, Ano98, Ano00c, Ano01b, Ano01d, Ano01c, Lin02b, Ano05, Ano15a, Bra04, Bud10, Chi97, DF00, FRAK15, G+00, G+02, G+04b, Han04, Gün02, HHV05, Hlq98, Mac02, Mag04, Per02, PKP02, PKP05, Ron01a, Ron01b, Ron05a, SW15, Ste00a, SuS01, Ygg93, Ygg94, Ano97c, Fis69, Sal08, Ahm08b, AS97, AAB+04, ACW04, Ana99, Ano11, Ano93a, Ano93b, Ano95c, Ano95e, Ano95f, Ano95g, Anoxx, Lin02b, ATHW92, Arc94, Avi98, Aye01, BGM99, Bad07, BD03a, BM06, Bee93, Bee01, Bel00, Bla99, Bia89b, Bjo04, BGG02, Bra92, Bud10, Bur95, BS98, But95, Cal10, CR91, CR92a, CR96, Cam99, Cam00, CEL+05, CS91, CS93, CS95, CS96, CS99, Che86, Che87a, Che87b, Chi93, CF98, Ccoc01, Coc02].
GNU [CZ99, CGS94, Cor00, Cor05, Cou17, DRRP01, Dec90, DC00, Don04, DDHS00, Du02, Dum05, Eat97, Eat00, Eat02, Eat05, EBH08, EaoGOBH14, EGH+05, Esp96, Fre87, FY18, Fá95, Fie89, FG92, FD92, GIM07, G+01, GDT+02, GDT+05, Gal09, GA04b, Gar00, GB94, GHL+04, Gili97, GO99, Gol06, Gou04, Gk92, GSR+04, GS00, HWZxx, HWZ01, HH88, Ham99, HNT93, He95, Hei16, Ho95, Hol05, Hon00, Hüpp91, Ing92, Jan01, Jen97, Jon05a, Jü05c, Jor04, Ken02, KSV16, Kre00, Kro99c, Lan89, Lea88, Lea92, Lea93, LZ16, LZ17, Le69, Lew88, LLSt99, LLS00, LMOS93, LMS096, LSM+99, LSM+00, LSM+01, LS04, LO95, LO97, Mac99, Mag00, Mag01a, Mag01b, Mag01c, MS02, Mag04, Mah13, Man00, MG05, McC99a, Mec05, MSS95, Mit94, Mit95, MC91].
GNU [Mur94, NR03, Neg15, Nor02, O'S03, OSM94a, OSM94b, OCH90a, OCH90b, Pel89, Lás05, Pes93, PKP05, PSR16, PR96, Rac00, Ram94a, Ram94c, Ram94b, RAW+16, Rit88, RW89, Rob94a, Rob94b, Rob94c, Rob94d, Rob95a, Rob95b, Rob95c, Rob11, Rod00, RO01, Ron15, Ron05b, Ron05a, Rui02, Sai01, Sai02, SS05, SBA92, SZAB97, SZAB98, SZAB99, Sha05, Smy97, Sta85, Sta86a,
Sta86b, Sta86c, Sta87, Sta88b, Sta88c, Sta88a, SC88b, Sta88e, Sta89a, Sta89b, SM89a, Sta92a, SGP92, Sta92b, SP93, Sta93a, Sta93b, Sta94, SP95, Sta95, Sta96a, Sta97a, Sta98a, Sta99, SP8+00, SM00a, SM00b, Sta00b, SP8+02, Sta02b, SM02, Sta03b, SMS04, SNF04, Sug02a, Sug02b, SGD00, Tan11a, Tan11b, Tho92, Tie88, Tie93, TG09, Twi04, UZ97, VD01, Väl04, VETT00].

GNU
[VWM98, Vie97, Vol89, Vol96, WB07, Wal99, WY94, W+95, Wes00, Wil14, Woe94a, Woe94b, Wol04, Wol03b, Yac88, YL08, YSMA+17, Zac01, Zad02, ZC01, Zin10, vdH04, vdHGG+13, Aye97, Ber96, Sec95, Sta00c, Zic01, Ano00a].

GNU-ADA94 [CGS94].

GNU-Aid [Deo90].

GNU-Emacs [Lan89, Rod00, Rod00].

GNU-Linux-Zertifizierung [Mag04].

GNU-Softwaretools [Jor04].

GNU/Cfengine [BS98].

GNU/Linux [Ano98, Ano00e, Ano01c, Lin02b, Ano05, GA04b, Gün02, HHV05, Kuk98, Ron05a, Läs05, RÖ01, ACW04, An099, BGM99, Bel00, BG002, Cor00, Cor05, Don04, Dumn05, GA04b, Gar00, GO99, Hom00, Hun01, Jon05a, Ken02, Mac99, Mag04, Man00, McC99a, Mur94, NR03, Nor02, Ron05b, Ron05a, SS05, SNF04, VD01, YL08, Zac01, Lin02b, Cor05, RÖ01, Zic01, Ano00a].

GNU/Linux-Anwenderhandbuch [Ano01c].

GNU/Linux-Systeme [Gün02].

GNUlib [Ohl92].

GnuPG [JKS02].

Gnuplot [Phi12, Kot90, Kot91, Ste93, WKC+90, AG95, Jan08, Vau96].

GNUPro [Ano00j, Laz99].

GNUstep [Mar03].

Go [AS03, Dew07, Ano98].

GO-Global [Ano98], goals [RSZ96].

Going [Bon02, Rue13].

Gold [GB00, Cap12].

Good [Joh02, McLo05, KS03].

Gopher [Mam01].

Governance [CFM08].

Government [Coc03, GGB17, SV03, Wea03, Sim05].

Governamental [CPJ+98].

Gperl [Sch90a].

GPL [J+05, Jak03, MG05, Gal04, Guo00, Höp04, J+05, Jak03, KS03, Mog01a, Mog01b, Mog03b, Pow00].

Gprof [GKM82, GKM04, GJLT11].

GPU [SAC+15, TL17].

Graph [PKP02, PKP05, Str94].

Grafiken [DF00].

Graham [Ano15a].

Graham-Cumming [Ano15a].

Grain [MT94].

grammars [EKR91].

Graph [Bao93, GB00, Ten03].

Grant [Cha98].

Graph [EKR91, EGK+02, GKM82, GKM04, Hub04b, Mat03, Sch91a].

Graphical [CGK+02, BBN93].

Graphics [Ham99, Kro99b, Kuk98, NRG+99, PKP05, Wal99, Wen02, Wes00, Bus99, Lin00, Sta78a].

Graphing [Vau96, Phi12].

Graphite [Ano10].

GraphOn [Ano98].

Graphs [Jan08, HMR93, Sha05].

Graphviz [EGK+02].

GRASS [MN04, SNF04].

Great [Bus99, RAH+01, Ano01i].

greater [SSAO04].

Green [CPJ+98].

Greenstone [WBB01].

GRef2End [Lie92].

GRETL [BD03a].

Grid [BE06, Bor09, BE06, HOL+07].

Griffin [Ano00l].

Groff [Ano10, RAH+01, Rob94b].

Grokking [Bun00].

Gross [YSVM+16, YSMA+17].

Ground [WGG16].

Group [Sif00, SM89b, KP93, Ano01j].

Groups [Men10].

groupware [Mar11].

growing [KHMA12].

Grown [CPG+04].

growth [GLT08].

Grundlagen [DF00, G+00, G+02, GA04b, Str94].

GSAS [TV13].

GSAS-II [TV13].

GSL
GTK [DF00, Ste00a, Cro00, Wri00]. GTK-Versionen [DF00]. guarantee [Stö04]. Garanties [Séd02]. Guarding [Mah03].

Guest [Ano01g, SFF06, Ebe09, Sia08, DF00, Ste00a, Cro00, Wri00].

Guard [DF00, Ste00a, Cro00, Wri00].

Guardian [AFS81, AFS82, ABB92, ABB95, ABB99, Anoxx, DMBS79, Fox08, GBDM77, GO99, UCLxx, Log99, McCO2a, Nas04, RM99, RBo2, SBD76, vHW03, vHW06, BGO02, Buc82b, Cal10, Coo91, Dig74, Dig80a, Dig80b, DRP01, Gil04, Ham07, KX86, Lea92, LD13, PH82, She87, SLC88, SPG92, Uni85e, Uni85c, Uni86, War04, WM01, Yad07].

Guided [GIA06, Mir03].

Guile [Lor95].

Guilty [MOMM11].

Guix [Cou13, CW15a, CW15b, Cou17].

gut [Cam00].

Gutenberg [DDJ99].

Guys [Pra03].

GW [MSB09, RAMB18].

GXP [TMM13].

H [Oms03], H8 [Ano03a], H8/ [Ano93a].

Hacker [Ray91].

Hacking [Mar01, DPL91].

Hacks [ORC06].

Haftung [EW01, Geh96].

haftungsrechtliche [Sie99].

haftungsrechtliche [Sie99].

haftungsrisiko [Spe01].

Hagenberg [Jef08].

Halcyon [Boy00].

Half [ST10].

Halt [CSP03].

Hamm [Ano98].

Handbook [Bra04, Hig93, Kor11, Ron05a].

Handbuch [Bra04].

Handheld [SNF04].

Handling [KT04, Tie90].

Handook [RAH01].

handout [Dig82].

Happy [EKJ03].

Hardware [GNS17, PKP05, Kop05, Pea16, VMKB05].

hardwarenahe [PKP02, PKP05].

HART [PMG09, PKG10, PPG11, PBJ12].

Harvey [Ano00c].

hash [Sch90a, Will14].

hats [Ano08a].

Hawaii [MS91, MSNS91].

hazard [Mak03].

HEB [Ano00k].

HC6811C [He95, Ho95].

HCI [Rit88, SS93].

Health [CH06b, MSLH71, EKUR10].

Heart [Coc03].

Heartbleed [Kam14].

heat [Gal04].

Held [Ano15c, BSK87, MSLH71].

Help [Tra95, KN93, PDG87, Pal97], helpful [Sta96b].

Helps [EKJ03].

Here [Bar00a, Far91].

Hertin [Oms03, Oms03].

Heterogeneous [DWP14, Har94, AAB04, FvH03].

HEVC [GLCMC17].

Hewlett [Ano00f].

Hi [Kan12].

Hi-Lite [Kan12].

Hibernate [WACBL03].

hidradenitis [DSB16].

hierarchy [Rog09a, Rog09b].

High [ACM00, Ano94c, Ano16, BPG94, Ede04, PG02, Reh01a, Ten93, VW92, dCKK15, Eat97, Eat00, Eat02, Eat05, EBL08, KT05, Sny97, DBLF16].

High-Availability [Reh01a].

high-change [KT05].

High-Integrity [PG02].

High-Level [Ede04, Eat97, Eat00, Eat02, Eat05, EBL08].

High-Order [DBLF16].

High-Performance [dCKK15].

higher [Car89].

highest [KT05].

highly-portable [BB91].

Hill [USE02a].

Hilton [ACM98].

HIPP [Ano00k].

Histogram [BBJ12, BB91, KOR95, Kop05].

highly-portable [BB91].

Historians [Ens04].

Historical [CK08].

History [Ano15b, Boy13, CK07, Geh96, Rus14, CCFG05, Mos12, Sch10].

Hit [Fie90a, Ano08a].

HIV [Ano14].

hoc [SH11].

Hogs [DDJ99].

Hold [CSP03, CSD05, PM00, ST10].

Hold-Up [ST10].

Holes [BNSW15].
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Interact [GBICMR13, BSK87]. Interaction [BSK87, SM89b, HPT17, SS93]. Interactions [PMM17, CKB11]. Interactive [BSS84, Coo95b, DKMT11, RAH+01, San78a, WKC+90, Coo95a, Eat97, Eat00, Eat02, Eat05, EBH08, FHH11, KK94, TL17]. InterBase [Ano98]. Interchange [SC02]. interconnection [AVA+16]. Interest [GW09]. InterFace [LH03, ACM88, AG95, Ano96b, Lor95, SMNF88, dCKK15, BJWZ08, Li91, Pei89, Sch90b]. Interfaces [KMG+93, BBNP93, MSK05]. Intermediate [Gup03]. Internals [BBD+96b, Tay99]. International [AT92, Ano91, Ano00k, Bao93, BPG94, Bun94, Cse99, FMA02, Fur90, IEE89, IEE90, IEE92b, IEE93, IEE94c, IEE95a, IEE95b, Jef08, Kap92, Lei93a, Lev95b, Lev95a, MS91, MSNS91, Mio90, MG94, QR92, SS93, Uni01, VW92, Vor92, ACM93a, EKR91, FvdHJ10, PT91, Ano01j, Ano14]. Internationalizing [dM99, Rei93]. Internet [Ano96c, CK06b, DF00, Bar00a, BGG+00, Boy13, CK06b, CK06c, CRW+04, EMD03, HNH03, Ian02, MSW09, PM00, Shi12, SH11, Zic01]. Internet-based [HNH03]. Internetkommunikation [CK06b, CK06c]. Internetprogramme [CK06b]. Internetprogrammen [CK06c]. InterNetWork [Ano01j]. Interoperability [BES+01, MMD12]. Interpretation [AFS81, AFS82, FY18, Tra95]. interPreter [HC07, Rap94]. Interval [AS97, SZAB97, SZAB98, SZAB99, GB06, Hei16, Neh04]. Interval-Enhanced [SZAB99]. Interview [Li94, Ray99a]. intr [AFS81]. Intranet [Ano96c]. Intranet/Web [Ano96c]. Intrinsics [AS97]. Intro [AFS82]. Introduce [HOL+07]. Introduces [Ano01i]. Introducing [HMP+15]. Introduction [BV87, Cha97, Chaxx, Cha01c, Cha04, CK06a, CK06b, CK06c, Ebe09, Gor96, Kri03, Mar03, SF05, SC88a, SS04, Xia08, Cic78, Di75a, Gou04, NS05]. Introductory [PKP05, GM84, MdL09]. intrusion [Cha01a, Wen00]. Intuitive [WLD+17]. Invalidity [Mog03b]. invariant [GM94]. Inventions [Est06]. Inventors [Bar00c]. inverse [DSB+16]. investigating [Ano01g]. Investigation [Sha10, YWA07, Ano02a, FG92, HM10, Koc07, WHJ15]. investment [Pea16, WG06]. InvisibleWeb [Ano96c]. involvement [CFG05, CFMR11]. IONA [Kro99a]. IP [Str94, Ano01h, AML+10, BG0+00, KG01, PC13]. IP-PBX [AML+10]. IP-PBX/VoIP [AML+10]. IPV6 [Bla06]. IPv6-enabled [Bla06]. iQIST [Hua17]. Iron [BW00]. ISBN [Aji17, Ano11, Ano16a, Fox08, Kuc06, SD16]. isogeometric [Vaz16]. ISP [Ave06]. ISSAC [Jef08, Lev95a]. ISSAC’95 [Lev95b]. issue [DBBA10, MOT+18, vKvH03]. Issues [Kenxx, Kim01b, KP93, Wi91a, An001g, An002a, Man92, TB05]. Italian [Cor05, Lam09, Mol01, Zic01]. Itanium [Ano00f, Ano06, Ano00f, Ano00h, Ave06, Liu06]. Itanium-based [Ano06]. iterative [CHE+10]. ITHACA [PK10]. IUC18 [Uni01]. IV [BSW95]. Ivan [Ano00l]. IVR [Ano00k].

K42 [AAB+05b]. Kanji [MYU89]. Kaspersky [Ano00l]. KBEmacs [Wat85, Wat87]. KDE [Ano98, SuS01, EJS+01, GWT+01, Thi99]. keep [Ude97]. KEK [AY93]. Kerberos [Coc01a]. Kernel [BBD+96b, Mar01, Max01, Rost02a, SuS01, We95, Wse00, AAB+05b, HNH03]. Kernels [dPRGB99, YSC+06]. Key [Bar00a, Men10, O’Rxx]. Keynote [Tho90a, Tho90b]. Keys [Noj01]. KGI [Bud10, Bud10]. Kiasan [BCHR12]. Kickstarter [GNGS17]. Killer [DDJ99]. Kind [Avi98]. Kinder [CK06g, CK06h]. kinematic [HHS14]. Kingdom [AT92]. Kit [Ano96b, Ano96c, Ano97c, Ano00k, Ano01j, CKH91, Kro00, Rui02, SHK+03, Weh03, Ahm00b]. KNOOPPIX [Ano01d]. Know [Pit16, CWHW12, Woe94a]. knowing [TG99]. Knowledge [CH10, DFLS05, ALVV17, AD04, HMP+15, Sin08, SSA08]. Kobe [FvdHJ10]. Kode [NN16]. kommentiert [J+05]. kommerziellen [Sie99]. Kommunikation [Liu02a]. kompromisslos [Bra04]. Kong [Uni01]. Konkurrenz [HK03]. Konqueror [Hau01]. Konqueror/Embedded [Hau01]. Konvertieren [Gün02]. Krause [Ano00c]. Kremlin [GJLT11]. kriminalpolitische [Rau04]. kriminologische [Rau04]. Kroll [Ano00l]. Kubuntu [CK06c, CK06d, CK06f, CK06h, CK06c, CK06d]. Kudos [DDJ98]. kurz [Cam00]. KYZO [Ano00k].

Lab [Ano00l, Coh03]. labor [GLT08]. Laboratory [Ano94a, PH82, CFW01, GBG+16, Rud10, Jen01]. Laborjournal [Rud10]. LaGrande [And03]. Lahey [Ano01a]. Lahey/Fujitsu [Ano01a]. LAMP
[LW03]. **LAN** [Ano02b, Ró01]. **Land** [Ber96]. **Landeshauptstadt** [SG05].

**Language** [AKW88, Ano01j, NRG+99, Nor02, Tro96d, Wal93, BR95, Eat97, Eat00, Eat02, Eat05, EHB08, Hin87, MR94, May17, Nob08, SC88a, SLC88, Tho90a, Tho90b, Win95]. **Languages** [Ano94c, CPJ+98, Kim90a, Cra90, Mud97, Val91]. **Lanham** [Aji17].

**LAPACK** [ABB+92, ABB+95, ABB+99]. **Laptop** [Ano97c]. **Laptops** [Ano00l]. **Large** [Ano90c, KGM+16, KT04, PSR16, ACW04, BOL14, BLG+17, Big13, Koc07, KT05, KL07, LSJ+06, RAMB18, SMS16, TTL06, VBG+10, WMK+17, vGPB10]. **large-scale** [BOL14, BLG+17, Koc07, KT05, KL07, LSJ+06, RAMB18, SMS16]. **Larry** [DDJ99]. **last** [Cra89, Lea92, LMOS93, Sta92b].

**Latency** [CKB+05]. **Later** [WB02]. **LaTeX** [Str94]. **LaTTe** [YLL+07]. **Launched** [Bar00b].

**Law** [CPJ+98, Doh01, Gil05, Hup01, Ros01a, Ros02b, WP04, Mar05, MG05, Oms03, Bur04a, MSSvK08, NGJ03]. **laws** [Ano01h, Kam11, Les99]. **Layton** [SD16].

**Lazenby** [Ano00d]. **LCA** [Mag04]. **LCP** [Mag04]. **LCP/LCA** [Mag04]. **leadership** [Fie99]. **Leading** [BCHR12, Kan12].

**Leading-edge** [BCHR12, Kan12]. **Leads** [Bar00a]. **Learned** [NK04]. **Learning-Based** [BKP05]. **led** [Pya06].

**Left** [EKJ+03]. **Legacy** [BHP+01, Joh94b, RVL14].

**Legal** [Col09a, CGB+05, Gil05, Jak03, Kenxx, McG01, SCB04, Sto09, WP04, Feixx, O'S03, Sie99, Sie04, HK03, Man03, SG05, Spi03]. **Legality** [Pow00]. **Legalize** [CSP+03, Sta03c].

**Less** [Coh02]. **L'essentiel** [Rod00]. **Lessons** [Bor88, Ens04, Fit11, NK04, O'R99, RCP+12, AD04]. **Letter** [DDJ98].

**Letters** [BES+01, BHP+01, Bur04a, CPJ+98, CGP+04, CDJS+00, DM97, Dub02, EJS+01, EKJ+03, Gal60, GWT+01, KHA+03, NRG+99, RAH+01, SSC+00, CAC09, Sta01b]. **Level** [Ano94c, BOM97, Ede04, PMBM+15, Sta89a, SPS+00, SPS+02, But94, Eat97, Eat00, Eat02, Eat05, EHB08, EKUR10, HC07, Mag01a, Mag01b, Mag01c, MS02, Sai01, Sai02, Sin10a, Sta88a, Sta89b, SP92, SP93, SP95, Sta96a, Sta98a, SCH+91b, Mag00].

**Levels** [Luc99, Sha10].

**Lexical** [Nic93, Pax88].

**leyes** [Les01]. **LF95** [Ano01a].

**Liabilities** [EW01].

**liability** [Geh96, Kam11, Spe01]. **LIB** [Cha91]. **libC** [Gar00].

**libdbh** [Wil14].

**libero** [Cor05, Mol01].

**libg** [Lea88].

**Libra** [Ano00k, Aki16].

**Libranet** [Ano00k].

**Libraries** [Ano00l, BHP+01, Gro01, Has05, LS04, Eub05, Jon01, McL92, Pya06, Sch09].

**Library** [Ano96c, Ano01j, BKP05, Coo95b, DGT+02, GDT+05, GWT+01, KY16, KSD+12, Lea88, LSM+99, LSM+00, PQM11, SB08, Sta92c, Sta97c, SHK+03, Woo01, Aji17, Aki16, Cha91, Coo95a, CKB11, Fär05, FHL+07,
Cha97, Chaxx, Cha01c, Cha04, Gad88, Hen92, Iwa02, LLG94, LLSt99, LLSt00, NS01, Rap94, Sta78b, San78a, San78b. Lisp-based [Iwa02]. List [TTB09, VWM98, Uni77]. listings [Win95]. Lite [Kan12]. literacy [YAS91]. literate [Kan12]. Little [Ano00k, Val91, Les03]. Littlefield [Aji17]. Live [FK90, FG16, Gre11, Pre16]. livelock [DDHS03]. Lives [CGB+05]. living [MSR09]. Lizenz [Sie99]. Lizenz- [Sie99]. LJ [EKJ+03, RAH+01]. LLC [Ano00k, Ano98]. LMAKE [Lei93b]. Load [Ano01j, EJS+01, Kro99b]. Loadable [Wel95]. Loader [BHP+01]. Locales [Noj01]. locality [Far05]. Localization [YYL+15]. logging [CJ17, FG16]. Logic [Vor92]. Logical [CRW+04, LO89]. logiciel [CF98]. logiciels [Cor00, Sed02]. logistics [dA15]. Logs [CSY+04]. London [BBdD17]. Long [Far06]. Long-Distance [Far06]. longer [Far06]. Longhorn [And03]. Look [CSD+05, Fit04, Oma89, Sal88]. Loop [Cha92, Dvo03, Ede04]. Loosa [RAH+01]. Lost [CGB+05]. Losungen [RAH+01]. Macintosh [Ano88a]. Macmillan [Ano00k]. macro [Sin10a]. macro-level [Sin10a]. Macromedia [Ano02b]. Macs [STS92]. MACSYMA [Cla90, Mos12]. maddog [EKJ+03]. Made [Kre00]. Madison [FMA02]. Madness [CPG+04]. Magna [Ste08]. Magnetic [Bar00a, CFW17]. Mailing [TTB09, VWM98]. Mailman [VWM98]. mainframe [YM93]. maintain [Big13]. Maintainability [YSC+06, SSA04]. Maintaining [Luc99]. Maintenance [MG94, Wei03, Car89, KFY13, Yu06]. Make [Ano15a, Bar00a, CGK+02, DDJ99, EKJ+03, Mec05, Sha05, SM00a, SM00b, SM02, SM89a, SM89b, Lei93b, TMM+13]. Make-Programmes [Lei93b]. Makes [Fri97]. Making [O’S02]. Manage [DM15a, DM15b]. managed [Mah03]. Management [AtHR11, Ano96c, Ano02b, BAP00, BVLF14, Bro01, Cout13, FMA02, Kro99a, Kro00, MSW09, Sim00, Sta02c, WKB14, Zha16]. ACW04, ABNA05, AAA+12, AD04, BJWZ08, BCvE+05, BCI+09, CP04, Col05, CDSV07, Cus04, Dig82, EKUR10, HMP+15, Mon03, MSR09, VD01]. Manager [Ano00i, STS92, VWM98]. Managing [BG12, BS98, CCSW10, GGH10, Har99, Mec05, Plo97, San01, WG05]. Manifesto [Sta85]. Manipulation [Fur90, HOST05, Le098, Abr81, GIM07]. ManPy [DPH16]. Manual [AFS81, Ano96a, DS00, DS02, DF00, GAW87, GDT+02, GDT+05, The03, LO89, LO92, LSM+99, LSM+00, LMO+01, MCO1, Sta80b, Sta89a, Sta92c,
Sta97a, Sta97c, Sta02b, Com84, CCA84, Clo89, Clo91, Dig75b, Dat85, EBH08, EaoGOBH14, GIM07, G+01, Gal09, Gil93, Gos84, Ham88, Har77, KK99, Lew88, LMO93, LSMO96, Loo15, PS+09, SLC88, Sta80a, Sta81d, Sta81c, Sta81b, Sta86a, Sta86b, Sta86c, Sta87, Sta88b, Sta88c, Sta88a, Sta89b, Sta92a, Sta93a, Sta93b, Sta94, Sta95, Sta03b, SW15, TSM88, Uni85d, Uni85f.


Markenrecht [Fal03]. Market [All02a, All02b, CWB+04, GB00, GAS+01, Rav00]. Marketplace [Pau04, Wal93]. Markup [Kim01a]. Marriott [USE01b]. MaRTE [RTH15]. Maryland [Fur90, MSLH71]. Mass [Rav00, NGCI+12]. Mass-Market [Rav00]. mass-transfer [NGCI+12]. Massachusetts [IEE92a, IEE92b, USE01b]. Mastering [WM01, HL02]. Matching [LRP11, CLS95, Joh94a, OK94]. Material [BCB07, CBB06, HMP+15].
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Ten93, USE90, USE94, Ass95, USE98a, USE98b, USE00a, USE00b, USE01a,
USE01b, USE02a, USE02b, USE02c, VV92, VV92, ACM89, ACM93a, AT92,
BP94, BSK97, Bun94, EHP94, EKR91, Fur90, IEE94a, Kap92,
Lev95b, MG94, PT91, QR92, SS93, SC00, SM89b, USE88, Yuk94, Ano06,
IEE05, Jef08, ACM93b, FvdHJ10]. Process
[Bccb⁺17, GS00, Kro99b, MZG14, TV99, ASAB02, FM10, KFY11].
Process-Oriented [Kro99b]. Processes
[SFF⁺06, NT06, Pym⁺06, YLX16, ZvvdD11]. Processing
[Fy18, Gre80, HM89, How98, Kit94, MM04, Phi93, YA05]. Processor
[Ano00i, Knu99a, AHG94, Cra98, Jv01, Korp95]. Processors
[IEE94c, Ano00h, Chao92, Kri90]. Producing [Fog06]. Product
[JWC18, Kro99a, RE04, VGPB10]. Production [CK10, GF11, ZvvdD11].
Productivity [Ano02b, CRW⁺04, GS12, Kuk98, SMS16]. Products
[Ano95a, Ano96b, Ano96c, Ano97c, Ano97d, Ano98, Ano00i, Ano00j, Ano00k,
Ano01i, Ano01j, Ano02b, Ano04b, Bra97, Kro00, Kuk98, CWZ06, Hic04,
KT05, KL07, Pse04, Ano01i]. Profession [San03]. Professional
[Ano00i, Mag04, PKP05, Spi06, Ste93, SuS01, Pec08].
Professional/Administrator [Mag04]. Professionalism [CSP⁺03].
professionelle [PKP05]. professionellen [DF00]. professionnelles [SuS01].
profiler [GKM82, GKM04]. profiling [SCH⁺91b]. profit [Ous99].
Profitable [Wal01]. Program
[Boy13, SM00a, SM00b, SM02, TBPS15, WKC⁺90, AZ17a, AZ17b, Bra04,
Car89, Dig75b, Dan11, Dre94, FK99, GIM07, Gar09, HMR93, HLL⁺95,
KFYI13, MWG⁺90, MWG⁺91, PH82, SM89a, SMS04, Wat94, Le098].
Programmable [OCH90a, OCH90b]. Programmbeispiele [PKP02].
Programme [Str94, SuS01]. programmed [Sch91a]. Programmer
[GF99, GS00, Joh92, RW87, Wat87, Wei03, Dig75b, Gla03b, Gla04, Wat85].
Programmers \[Coc01a, Kro00, Wel94b, Ude89\]. Programmes \[Lei93b\]. Programmieren \[Ste00a, Jor04\]. Programmierung \[Lei93b\]. Programmieren \[Ste00a, Jor04\]. Programmierung \[Jor04, PKP02, PKP05\]. Programming \[ACM92, AKW88, Ano00c, Ano00d, Ano00k, Bar00a, BM06, BSS84, Cha97, Chaxx, Cha01c, Cha04, CGB +05, Cro00, Edd96, FP95, Ham99, Jen97, Jor04, KP84, KP99, LO97, Mar93, Pin02, PKP05, RM99, Rob96, Rob97, San78a, SBA92, Ste95, Ste99, Ste00b, Ste01, Tro96a, Vor92, Wa99, Wri00, dPRGB99, Ano04c, CC05, Fra95, GM84, GSW08, HH88, HL02, Jor05a, KORP95, KC92, Lin00, Liu08, Man92, MWB89, MT94, NGJ03, PBOP07, WACBL03, ZK05, Ano97b, Ano97a\]. Programming \[Dig80b\]. Programmpakete \[Bra04\]. PROGRAMS \[BY91, AFS81, AFS82, AG95, CR92b, dM99, BY92, CK06b, CK06c, CZ99, EM93, Fie90b, KOI94, KW94, OK94, SC08, YSM +16, YSM +17\]. Progress \[Ano00j, EKJ +03, Sch91a\]. PROGRESS-editor \[Sch91a\]. Project \[All02a, All02b, Ano95b, Bar01, DGC +07, Fie89, GS12, Hae02, KGM +16, Kro00, Nej12, Nej01, Owe01, RT12, ACB18, AAB +05a, Car04, CGS94, CWZ06, DTB05, Eue05, Fie90b, FO96, JFR16, GL14, Gau03, Ger03, Jor01, KS02, MSR10, Pe98, Sin10a, SG06, You08, Coc01a, DDJ99, Kan12, Liu06, Maz15\]. Projects \[CFM08, CCSW10, Eri00, KT04, KJRD16, Mec05, MFS15, Rie11, RC14, Sta02c, TT09, ASA02, Cap13, CFMRL11, CJ17, CFW01, CSP09, FM10, HP +08, HNH03, HSX +18, Koc07, Koc09, Mah03, MWG08, MRS07, MRS09, NT06, PSS16, PKB17, PBOP07, San01, SMS16, SSA08, WMK +17, vGPB10\]. Prolog \[DC00\]. promises \[MSR09\]. Promotes \[Bar00b\]. Promoting \[LH03, CH06a\]. pron \[Ban16, KL07\]. pronunciation \[HK95\]. pronunciation-information \[HK95\]. proofreading \[Mil10\]. PROOFS \[BY91, BY92\]. propagation \[HKvH16, WGG16\]. Properties \[Bar00a, MSB09, SPAW17, Sin10a\]. Property \[Lin08, Mar05, Vai01\]. Proposals \[Coc01b\]. Proposed \[Bar01\]. Proprietary \[Egy01, SCSC04, BH11, Bou05, DD17, KHMA12, Lam09, Sin10b, Wes03\]. propriété \[Cor00\]. Proposed \[Bar01\]. Proprietary \[Egy01, SCSC04, BH11, Bou05, DD17, KHMA12, Lam09, Sin10b, Wes03\]. property \[Cor00\]. Pros \[Gre80\]. protected \[BG95, DRE94\]. Protecting \[III01\]. Protection \[Est06, WAG03, DRE94, NO03, Zie01\]. protein \[LSJ +06\]. proteins \[EHHE06\]. ProteoAnnotator \[GKP +14\]. proteogenomics \[GKP +14\]. Protest \[Col09a\]. protezione \[Zie01\]. Protocol \[CBW +04, Kro00, DDHS03\]. protocols \[CCL05\], Protocol \[CBW +04, Kro00, DDHS03\]. ProtoVIew \[Kro99b, Kro99a\]. prover \[LN92\]. Providers \[GB00\]. Providing \[BS05\]. Provision \[Joh02\]. Proxy \[Ano96c\].
[Ano00i, Ano00j, Ano00k, Fur90, DPL+91, PS+99]. PUFoam [KDM17].
Publishers [KJ03]. purpose [DBP+18, TV13]. Put
[CWB+04, EKJ+03, OG07, Gal04]. Putting [Jor01]. PYMES [RO01].
Python [DF00, RAH+01, CFW17, How98, JNN12, KPK+17, LFN+11,
Tro96d, Tro96a, Tro96c, Tro97, You08]. PyVCI [SC16].

QccPack [Fow00]. QCPE [Boy00]. Qemu
[CK06a, CK06b, CK06c, CK06d, CK06e, CK06f, CK06g, CK06h, MZG14,
CK06a, CK06b, CK06c, CK06d, CK06e, CK06f, CK06g, CK06h]. QI [BJJ14].
QmeQ [KPK+17]. QT [Ste01]. qualitative [MOT+18, SCR05]. Quality
[Abe07, BVLF14, CKB+05, DM15a, GS12, Kam14, KMF+17,
PMBM+15, Sta02c, ZE03, Ano02a, CFMRL11, DM15b, GSW08, PYM+06,
Smy07, SAOB02]. quantification [LSJ+06]. Quantifying
[DKMB14, LSM09]. quantitation [PSS+07]. Quantitative
[BJJ14, Sha10, MOT+18, SDeaK+09]. quantization [Fow00]. Quantum
[BCZ07, Par03, SW13, Aki16, ABN+05, Hua17, JWC18, JNN12, KPK+17,
Sai13, Boy13]. quarter [Sal94]. quasi [O'S03]. quasi-legal [O'S03].
quasistatic [WJJ15]. QUATTRO [BJJ14]. QuBiLS
[GJMPAM+14]. quelen [SBM+10]. Quelltext [DF00]. quels [Cor00]. query [Phi93].
Questioning [Mog03a]. Questions
[And03, CPJ+98, Man03, Sie99, Spi03, Stö04, Val91]. Queue [Kre00].
Queueing [Kro99a, LL14]. Quick
[Ano00i, Kri03, Ste93, Fie90a, Phi12]. Quiz
[AFS81, GM02]. Quiz/Exam [GM02]. quo [WBGM02]. QuTiP
[JNN12].

R [Aji17, Ano00d, Fri16, MCS12, SA15]. R-based [SA15]. r0a [Ano05]. r10
[AFZ17]. r11 [AFZ18]. r7 [LZ11b]. r9 [FLA+16]. RackMount
[Ano00j]. RackMount-1UXe [Ano00j]. Radar
[WGG16]. Radiation
[DKMB14, PMG+09, PKG+10, PPG+11, PBJ+12]. Radio
[FSB+01, Sea02, Blo04, SSS+14, KSV16, Ron15]. Radiotherapy
[GNR+09, WKA+08]. Rahmenbedingungen
[WP04]. rainy [McC02b]. Ralph
[Ano00c]. random [Sib17]. RandSpg
[AZ17a, AZ17b]. range [Phil2]. ranging [GVOM09]. rant [Pet06]. Rapid
[But94, HOL+07, Lov06, SSS+14, Yan90]. Raritan
[Kuk98, Kai98]. RAS
[Ave06]. Rate
[LL14]. Rate-Based [LL14]. Raum
[Sie04]. Rave
[Ano01j]. Ravenscar
[VGdlP01]. ray [CG17]. Raytheon
[Ano01j]. re [SIK+13, Sin08]. re-opened
[SIK+13]. re-use [Sin08]. Read
[Sta97b]. Reading
[CSD+05]. Ready
[EKJ+03, Mcc99c, Ano00h]. Real
[Ano01i, Cur99, Reh01b, RAH+01, SSC+00, dIPRFB99, GPPT16, MD17,
Rui13, Sta80a, Sta81d, Sta81c, Sta81b, TL17, VGD+97]. Real-Time
[Ano01i, Reh01b, dIPRFB99, Cur99, GPPT16, Rui13, Sta80a, Sta81d, Sta81c,
Sta81b, TL17, VGD+97]. réalisation
[Rod00]. Realisierung
[Esp96]. Realisierung
[Per02]. Reality
[Ano96c, Coss01a, CGK+02, CKB+05, Sta02a].
Really [CPG+04, Guy00]. RealPaver [GB06]. reaping [WG05].
Reasoning [Vor92]. Rebel [Moo01a, Moo01b]. rebothing [GJLT11].
Rebutting [The04]. recenti [Mol01]. Recht [Hip01, WP04]. Rechtliche
[Jak03, WP04, Feixx, SG05]. Rechtsfragen [Man03, Spi03]. Rechtsfreier
[Sie04]. Rechtssicherheit [Sie04]. recipes [Phi12].
Recognizer [Mak03]. Recompilation [SM00a, SM00b, SM02, SM89a, SM04].
Reconfigurable [dlCKK15, Don04]. Reconsidered [SHS+93]. Reconstructions
[IHBS14]. Record [BHP+01, EJS+01, Sta01b]. Recorded [Les03]. Records
[Er01]. Recovery [LOW91, MMR95]. Recurrence [BFC02]. recursive
[LN92]. Red [Ano96b, Ano00c, Ano00b, Ano00j, GB00, Jes03c, Ano95a, Ano03d, Ano08a,
G+06, Gra99, Kro99b, Kro99c, McC99b, McCo2a, McCo3, McCo4, Reh01a].
Red-Eye [Jes03c]. Red-Hot [GB00]. REDBACK [IHBS14]. REDUCE
[Hea09]. reduction [IHBS14]. redundancy [Due97, Joh94b]. redundant
[Gar09]. reengineering [Bud10, Bud10]. Reference [Cumi99, Chi93,
GDT+02, GDT+05, The03, Kro00, LLS99, LLS00, LSM+99, LSM+00,
LSM+01, Neu00, SSC93, Buc82b, Dig75b, EaoGOBHW14, G+01, Gal09,
Gar00, Gri02, Har00, LLG90, LL93, LLG94, LMOS93, LMO96, Loo15,
She87, Sta80a, Sta81d, Sta81c, Sta81b, Sta03b, SW15, Uni77, Uni85d, Uni89f].
References [Ano95a, KHA+03]. Reflections [Cus04, CK08, Zei03]. regard
[Sto04]. Region [Bao93, GAS+01]. Register
[Pres04, YLL+07, FG92, HC07, Mak04, Mat03]. Registration [GKL+14].
Registry [DSB+16]. Rehearsal [Ahm08a]. Reimplementing [VGD+97].
Reinvent [CRW+04]. Relationship [CFM08, BD03b]. Relationships
[GS12]. relative [BH11]. relay [KSV16]. Release
[Ano96c, Bar01, Ano01a, Ano01b, Pyr84, YLXZ16]. Released [Bar00c].
Releases [Ano01i, Ano01j, Ano04b, Bar00c, Den99, MFS15]. Relevant
[Wol04, Wol03b]. Reliability [SSP17, UMX15, YLXZ16]. Reliable
[Cse99, Maz95, Zim10, Bou05]. Remains [Gla03a]. Rematerialization
[Pres04]. remedies [NYB10]. Remote [Ano1, Joh99, Eds16, Ano96b].
Removing [Jes03c]. rendszerek [Las05]. replicated [Fra95]. replication
[ACB18, CJ17, DTB05]. Report
[KJ03, Sto99, WW01, Ano95d, GS02, MSLH71, SM+03, MOT+18, RVLS14].
reporting [MSM10]. reports [Raj13]. repositories [JDB09, KGM06]. Repository
[Bar00b, CdR99, MWG08, ZVvDD11]. representation [Mer03].
reproduce [AVA+16]. Reproducible [CW15a, CW15b, Sto09]. Republic
[BK87]. Republish [CSD+05]. Reputation [CK10, PC13]. requests
[HZ14]. Requirements [BNSW15, HZ14]. Research
[AAB+05a, Ano00j, BMF+16, FVD+12, Gra01, KHA+03, Mog03c, San08,
SB08, SZA98, SCB04, Sto09, WKB14, WKA+08, BPG94, BYV08, Bon02,
EKUR10, FMT+08, GRJS01, Har05, Joy09a, LH03, SSS+14, Kro00, LH03].
Residual [UMX15]. Resolution [Ano16, Wat01]. Resolve [Wat01].
Resolving [CGB+05]. Resource [BE06, GB00, MS02, Weh03].
Resource-Centric [BE06]. Resources
[Ano95a, Ano96d, Zha16, BJWZ08, BB08, FHH11, KTTK17, Qui00].
Respect [AS03], respecting [YL08]. responsabilités [Séd02]. Response
[BNST99, BJJ14, Sta03a, EMD03], responsibilities [Séd02]. Ressource
[Ano01b, Ano01d, Ano01c]. Restore [Ano00i]. result [Ano99c], results
[MHP94, PH16]. Retargetable [GJS + 02]. Retargeting [Col02, LC12].
rethinking [GJLT11]. Retrieval [Has05]. retrospective [BTL + 11, Bor88].
Return [Pea16]. Retuscheiren [DF00]. Reusability [PAB + 17]. Reusable
[RW87]. Reuse [MD04, SH11, vGPB10]. Reusing [BB02]. Revealed
[HW17]. Review
[Aji17, Ang01, Ano97b, Ano97a, Ano99a, Ano00a, Ano00b, Ano11, Ano15a, 
BCB + 17, Bra92, Chi97, Cho09, Cro00, Fox08, Gil06, Gra99, Jen97, Ken02, 
Kuc06, RCP + 12, RCIS14, SD16, Weh03, EKUR10, Fie90a, Joh92, Sur04].
reviewing [Ane11]. Reviews
[Ano00c, Ano00e, Ano00d, Hay05, LB00, Lip07, Mar05, Sta02c]. Revises
[Ano01j]. revision [MRS07, Sib17]. Revisited [AM04]. Revisiting [SGD05].
Revitalizing [MTD + 09]. Reviving [Hoh01]. Revolution
[DOS99, GAS + 01, Moo01a, Sea99, AD04, Gom99, Moo01b, Moo03, Ano99a].
Revolutionary [GJS + 01, Moo01a, Sea99, AD04, Gom99, Moo01b, Moo03, Ano99a].
Rewards [Eds16, WG05]. rewriting [Sch09a]. RFC [Sta78a]. Rhamdia
[SBM + 10]. RHEED [Dan11]. Rhythm [Row02]. Richard
[Fio03, Gay02, Wil02]. Richardson [Ano00c], richtig [DF00]. Ride
[Mal05, Sta04a]. Riding [SSC + 00]. riferimento [Mol01]. Rifraff
[EKJ + 03]. Right [EKJ + 03, Sta97b, Sur01a]. Rights
[Fal03, GB00, DPL + 91, Gom99, Mol01]. Ringelmann [SMS16]. Ripple
[LO89]. RIPS [MBW89]. Risc [Ano00f, Ano00f, DXT + 18]. RISC-V
[DXT + 18]. rise [Vai01]. Risiken [SG05]. Risikoanalyse [Feixx]. Risk
[GB00, Sha10, Feixx, MD17]. Risks [SG05, Neu99, SH11, Spe01, WG05].
Robotic [Bar00a, Coo03]. Robotics [Fly87b, IEE89]. Robots
[Coo01a, Fly87a, Fly87b]. Robust [Neu99, Kir12]. Rogue [Ano00i]. Role
[BNSW15, Men10, ACM03b, BCPS10, O’S03, SG06], ROM
[Ano00a, Ano00b, Rod00]. ROMs [Ano01d]. room [Hol05]. ROSE
[MWG08]. ROSS [McA85]. roster [Sur04]. rounding [FHL + 07]. route
[SDL + 16]. router [CLL05]. Routines [GBDM77, SBD + 76]. Routing
[LGW18, Sor06]. Rowman [Aji17]. RPC [Tie88, Tie93]. RS [SCH + 91b].
RS/6000 [SCH + 91b]. RSA [Bar00c]. RT [PBJ + 12, PH82]. RT-11 [PH82].
RTF [Kro00]. rule [Cla90, Mil10]. rule-based [Cla90, Mil10]. rules
[Sta06b]. Run [Gag02, Fog06, Jon01]. Running [FSB + 01, McA85, SNF04].
Runtime [GB94, MB98, Mir03, Shi03]. Rush [GB00]. Rydberg [SPA17].
[EKUR10, Gar09, GEI + 11], safety-critical [GEI + 11]. SafeWrite [Ano00j].
SAGE [Joy09a]. SAGU [Bro01]. Sair
[Mag04, DRP01, Jan01, Mag00, Mag01a, Mag01b, Mag01c, Mag04]. Sam
[Ano99a]. **SAMBA** [Ano97c, MS02]. **Samples** [WM05]. **Sams** [P+99].

samspl [MG05]. **San**

[ACM92, IEE94b, Lei93a, USE94, USE02a, Kro99a]. **sans** [STS92]. **Santa** [Ano94b]. **Saratoga** [Kap92]. **Sarge** [Ano05]. **SASTBX** [LHZ12]. **SAT** [MC92]. **satellite** [ODP15]. **Sather** [SO09]. **satisfaction** [GB06]. **Satisfying** [FvH03]. **Savvy** [Kro99b]. **SaX** [MSB09]. **SC2000** [ACM00]. **SCAI** [AK95]. **scalability** [BZB17]. **scalable** [AAB+05b, VBG+10, Yad07]. **Scale** [KGM+16, BOL14, BLG+17, Bor09, Koc07, KT05, LSJ+06, RAMB18, SMS16, VBG+10]. **Scaleable** [PBH01]. **scaling** [KTTK17]. **SCAN** [Cse99]. **SCAN-98** [Cse99]. **Scandinavian** [AK95]. **Scanner** [Nic93, Pax95]. **Scattering** [LHZ12, SDL+16]. **SCC** [SSC93]. **scheduler** [Mak03, UZ97]. **Scheduling** [Hag04, Kri90]. **Scheme** [DF00, AFS81]. **SCHEME-Manual** [AFS81]. **Schenker** [Sha05]. **Schlüsse** [O’Rxx]. **Schnittstelle** [Per02]. **scholarly** [HK09]. **Schools** [PM00]. **Schritt** [Str94]. **Schutz** [NO03]. **schweizerische** [Sur01b]. **Science** [Adl00, ABC+14, Ano01a, Bar01, CC03, DDA+07, DD08, EKR91, HETD09, Ing92]. **Sciences** [Hig93, MS91, MSNS91]. **Scientific** [ABC+14, AAB+04, Bad07, Bee01, Cse99, GDT+02, GDT+05, HW17, Par03, Sto09, Dan11, G+01, Gal09, HR94, MM10, Pea16, vdHGG+13, Ano96d]. **scientifiques** [Rod00]. **Scientists** [Coc01a]. **SCO** [DF00, Mog03a, Mog03b, The04]. **SCOPE** [Gar09, NS01]. **Scopira** [DP09]. **Scottish** [Rit88]. **Screamer** [Ano98]. **screen** [Gos83, Uni85a, Uni85c, Uni85e, Uni85f]. **Scribe** [Bla89b, Bla89a]. **Scribus** [Ano10, EKJ+03, JP09b, PS+09]. **Scriptics** [Ano00]. **Scripting** [SL01, Bri90a, Bri90b, Fri97, Nob08]. **scripts** [Kis90]. **SCTE** [MGFRG12]. **Scuttles** [Mog03b]. **Scythe** [PQM11]. **SDK** [Bar00c, Kro99b]. **Search** [CC04, Ban16]. **Searching** [RM92]. **Season** [Eri99]. **Sebastopol** [Ano97a, Ano99a, Ano00a, Ano00b]. **Second** [Ano91, Ano00c, BSK87, IEE92b]. **Secrets** [HW17, Gil04]. **sector** [Hic04].

**Secure** [Coh02, Lin02a, BM02, Bou05, For07]. **Security** [Ano01j, Ano04b, Bra04, Coc01a, Cow03, CSD+05, IEE92c, IEE05, Kim01b, Law02, Lin02a, MSW09, SJV+05, SuS01, TB05, USE00b, WLC01, dCdCM14, Ano02a, Bau06b, Bau06a, FvH03, Hic04, HJ07, Mag01c, Pay02, Sch11, Sia04, Lin02a, McC05]. **Security-critical** [dCdCM14]. see [Dew07]. **seeds** [CAC09]. **Seeing** [GW10]. **Seek** [Coc01a]. **Seeking** [CRW+04]. **Seismic** [FY18]. **Selected** [Bar00c, BK14, Fio03, Gay02, YWA07]. **Selecting** [UMV15]. **Selection** [Sha04, BH11]. **Self** [Ano03a, CRW+04, Ell12, FKM+11, Sta79, Sta84, fFRE16, HSX+18, Sta80a, Sta81a, Sta81d, Sta81c, Sta81b]. **self-admitted** [HSX+18]. **Self-Contained** [Ano03a]. **Self-Documenting** [Sta79, Sta84, Sta80a, Sta81e, Sta81a, Sta81d, Sta81c, Sta81b]. **self-organized** [fFRE16]. **Self-Paced** [Ell12]. **Self-Service** [CRW+04]. **Self-tuning** [FKM+11]. **SELINUX** [McC05]. **Selling** [BBD+96a]. **Semantic** [Coc01a]. **semantics** [Kli90]. **semantics-supported** [Kli90]. **Semiconductor** [GNGS17]. **Sendmail** [All02b]. **Sense** [Fal03, Mog03a].
Sensing [Joh99, Eds16]. sensitive [PKH07]. Sensornetzwerke [TNM17].

Sentences [MGM*02]. September
[AT92, Ano94b, BSK87, CS99, FvdHJ10, Fur90, MG94, SM89b, USE94].

Sequence [Bar01, Ha01]. sequential [ALGE12]. Series [BFC02, Fox08].

Serious [Per00]. Server [Ano96b, Ano96c, Ano97c, Ano00i, Ano00k, Ano11i,
Bot03, Bra04, Kro99b, Rel01a, WB07, AJ05, Kro99a]. Server-Lösungen
[Bra04]. servers [KMG*93, Sai01, TB05]. Service
[BE06, CRW+04, GB00, Nej12, CRB+18, Fow93]. Service-Centric [BE06].

Service-Learning [Nej12]. Services
[Ano00j, Ano04b, BE06, HOL+07, Aji17, BM02, CLL05, Fri16, Ano96d].

session [Joy09a, Wat87]. sessions [Dig82].

Set [Ano93b, Hae02, MCS12, MSZ+01, Sch90b]. Set-Top [Hae02].

SETI [Bar01]. sets [Ano00f].

SGDL [Ano01j]. SGI [Bar00c, Kro99a].

Shackled [Sta04b]. Shadow [Sta04a]. shape [JFFR16].

Share [CWB+04, CKB+05, LMWM18, Ano15b]. Shared
[BES+01, BHP+01, Fie99].

Shareware [Geh96, NO03]. Sharing
[CH10, CSP+03, Goo14, Har05, NMG11, Sta03c, MS02, Sin08, SSA08, Wii91b].

Shell [Ram94c, Ram94b, Fow93, Ram94a]. ship [LA10]. Ships [Ano11i].

Shoah [Ano00j]. Shop [Hec99]. short [PSS+07]. Shortage
[CDsJ+00, CMJ+04]. Should
[AS03, HR11, MFS15, VVM08, JDB09, SSA04, Smi17]. Showcase
[USE00a, USE01a]. sichere [Lin02a]. Sicherheit [Bra04]. Side [BBD+96a].

Sidebar [Wea03]. SIG [Dig82]. SIGAPP [DGBH93]. SIGDOC
[ACM89, ACM93a]. SIGGRAPH [ACM88]. SIGMOD [FMA02]. signal
[Gar09, KORP95, RA16]. Signatures [BR95, LA10]. SIGOA [Abr81].

SIGPLAN [Abr81, FP95]. SIGPLAN/SIGOA [Abr81]. Similarities
[Cap13]. Simple [Gol06, Wag03, CLS95, Kaw92, SP12]. Simplicity
[Kim01a]. simulate [JWC18, WGG16]. Simulation
[LL14, Ten93, ASAB02, BSW+14, DPH16, DBP+18, EHHH06, KDM17,
SMRM+17, SCR05, SCR06, TL17, WHJ15, ZC95]. simulations
[Aki16, ORI+10, VBG+10]. Simulator [LFN+11, ZKCS91]. simulators
[AVA+16]. Singapore [Ano06]. Single [Coe03]. Sinkholes [Sor06]. Sinn
[Fal03]. SIP [PM00]. sistema [RÖ01, VD01]. Sites [EJS+01]. situational
[KN93]. Six [Goo14]. sixth [Ano94b]. skill [JZ09]. skills [Bik96, HTU96].
Skin [Ano11j, Amb15, BSK+15]. sky [Hol05]. SlicerRT [GKL+14]. slicing
[KFYI13]. slope [RAW+16]. Slot [Sha03]. Slow [CPJ+98]. SM&A [Ano00j].
Small [GNR+09, MH07, Ros02a, Fär05, Hay05, Ing92, LHZ12, Sin10a,
LHZ12, NRG+99]. small-angle [LHZ12]. small-world [Sin10a]. SmallEiffel
[CZ99]. Smaller [Bar00c]. Smart [DDJ98, DDJ99]. SMEs [Lam09]. Smilei
[BP+18]. SMMP [EHHH06]. SMMP-open-source [EHHH06].

Smoothed [CDR+15]. SNA [Ano11j]. Snow [DDJ98]. Snowbird [SC00].
Soapbox [Wil99]. SoC [AML+10]. Social
[BAR16, BCB+17, PMM17, CH11, Muw09]. Societal [Sta97b]. Society
[Fio03, Gay02, SM89b, CPJ+98]. Sociology [Gla00]. sociopolitical [Gla03b]. Softech [Ano01i]. Software [ACM88, Abe07, AtHR11, ABC+14, Aki16, APK14b, AMS03, Ano86, Ano95c, Ano96b, Ano96c, Ano96d, Ano97d, Ano98, Ano99d, Ano00i, Ano00j, Ano00k, Ano01a, Ano01e, Ano01j, Ano02b, Ano03b, Ano03c, Ano04b, Ano10, Ano15c, Ano16, ACHC11, BB08+96a, BRH10, Bar00b, Bar09a, BPG94, BK14, BFC02, BAP00, BVLF14, BNSW15, Bla06, Bon11, BJJ14, BSA14, Bra97, BB02, Bro05, BK02, CK07, CFM08, CO12, CH10, Cha01b, CCSW10, CC03, CPJ+98, Coc01a, Col09a, Col10, CW15a, CW15b, Cow03, CGK+02, CMJ+04, CRW+04, CSD+05, CGB+05, Cuf09, Cur02, DDJ98, DDJ99, II01, De’15, Del01, DWP+14, DKMB14, Doh01, DM15a, Ebe08, Ebe09, EBA+05, Ell12, Est06, Far91, FSB+01, Feixx, FFHL07, Fie08, Fie90a, Fie90b, Fio03, FK04, Fit11, Fox08, Fri97]. Software [FVD+12, GP12, GKL+14, GJMPA+14, GIA+06, GF11, Gay02, Gil05, Gla03a, Gla08, GF17, Gol06, GBICMR13, Goa14, GAS+01, Gra01, GM05, GNR+09, Gra99, GW09, GEMN07, HK03, HWWZxx, HWZ01, h000, Hal02, Ham99, Har99, HLS+13b, He99, HE17, HW17, Hug95, IEE94a, IEE95b, Jak03, Jak04, Jam09, Jen01, Jen97, Jor02, Jor04, JS07, Kam11, Kam14, Kar03, Keh94, KP76, KPS1, KY16, KMF+07, Koc07, Kri03, Kro00, Kro99b, Kro99a, Kro00, Kuk98, KSD+12, Lam09, Lee99, LMM02, LL14, LRP11, Lit14, LO97, Mar05, MH07, May06, McGo1c, MC05, Mee12, Men10, Mic04, MMB+90, MN04, Mog01c, MS12, Mor08, MG94, MB16, NR03, Nej12, NO03, NK04, O’Rxx, OG07, PMBM+15, PM00, PMD13, Per00, PPR07, PRRL12, PMG+09, PKG+10, PPG+11, PBJ+12, Rav00, RW87]. Software [Rie07, Rie15, RGCS14, Rob94c, Ros01a, Ros01b, Ros01c, RE04, ST10, San98, SFF+06, Sca06, SB08, SC02, SG05, SS06, SMRM+17, Sie04, SCB04, Sin12, SSP17, Spe01, SS04, SG92, Sta96c, Sta98b, Sta02a, Sta02c, SV03, St04, TV99, TBPS15, TRM16, Tay00, Tot06, Tro96d, Tro96a, Tro96c, Tro96b, Tro97, TDBEE11, The04, Ude97, UMV15, Veg06, VV06, Wal01, Wal99, WW01, Whe03, WP04, Wil02, WM05, WKB14, WL01, WKA+08, YYL+15, Zha16, DCdCM14, dBLM11, vDLM09, vWHvW09, ACM93b, AKHG16, Aji17, AW07, AGB18, APK14a, AMC16, ALV17, Amb15, Ano01g, Ano02a, Ano08b, Ant16, ASAS02, ATHW92, BTL+11, Bab02, BD03a, BV06, BHMB03, Ban16, BCPS10, BD03b, BLG+17, BH11, BAR16, BSK+15, BR03, BAE14, Bon05, Bro04, BG12, CF07a, CK08, CGZ17]. software [CFMRRL11, CLM+08, CJ17, CG17, CKS16, CH11, Col09b, CH06a, CSEP14, CSP09, CHAO6, CWHW12, CWZ06, CdSV07, Cus04, DP16, DSB+16, DWJG02, DB05, DD17, DDA+07, Don04, DM15b, Eds16, EKUR10, EHHH06, EMDL+07, Emb06, EHP14, FHH11, Fog06, For12, jFRR16, Fow00, Fv03, FG16, Fri16, Fug03, FvDHJ10, GG+16, Gal06, Gal01, GL14, GEI+11, GLT08, Gau03, Ger03, GKP+14, Go07, Gom09, GM02, GSW08, GVOM09, GV16, GFZ16, GGH10, GW10, GFS05, HK09, Har05, HST05, HR94, HLS+13a, Hea09, HPM+08, HNH03, HETD09, HZS+16, IHS14, Jor92, JDB09, Jor01, Joy09a, JZ09, KO04, KTF15, KJ03, KS02, Kop05, KS03, KFYI13, LA10, LSJ+06, LSM09, LHZ12, LH03, LH14, LLS11, Mah03, MD17,
MCS12, McA08, MTBS09, MPE+11, MFH02, Mol01, MTD+09, MRS07.

**Software** [MM10, MSR09, MSR10, Muw09, NYB10, NXC13, NN00, NMG11, Neu99, NGJ03, O’R99, O’S03, O’S04, ORI+10, Ous99, ODP15, PSSH16, PAB+17, PSE04, Pay02, Ped05, PH16, PYM+06, PSS+07, PT91, Pya06, QLC+12, Rad89, Raj13, RP08, Ros05, RC10, Rud10, RT05, Sal08, SAA04, SBM+10, SMO+13, SA15, Sch09, SSR02, SIK+13, Sim05, Sin08, Sin10b, SCR05, SSS+14, SM08, SSA08, Spi03, SG12, CAC09, Sta09, SAOB02, SG06, SDeaK+09, Sur01b, TLL+14, TL17, TV13, WLD+17, WHJ15, WGG16, WG06, WBB01, WBM02, WZS+18, YL08, YLG05, YLZ16, Yap11, YA11, YA05, Zei03, ZDM10, Zic01, dA15, vGPB10, vKSL03, vKvH03, Ano96d, Ano97b, Ano01i, Ano01j, Ano04b, BES+01, Bol02, CK06g, CK06h, CF09, Jak04, Kro99b, Kro00, LMWM18, MP12, Mog99, Mog01a.

**Software** [Mog01b, Mol01, NO03, Rud10, SMS16, Sed02, SG05, Shi12, Sie99, Sie04, Spi03, Sto04, Sur01b, Ano97a].

**Software-based** [GF17].

**Software-defined** [SSS+14]. **Software-inspired** [MSR09].

**Software-licensed** [Jak03]. **Softwaretools** [Jor04]. **SOGo** [Mar11]. Solaris [DF00, Ano01], Solaris-compatible [Woo01].

**Solaris-to-Linux** [Ano01j]. **Sold** [RAH+01]. **Soldier** [RAH+01].

**Solaris** [Ano96c, Ano00i, Hom00, LMW12, ST10, EKUR10, LZ12, VBG+10].

**Solutions** [AMS03, Ano00i, BGG+94, Bra99, Cur99, Gan17, MB16, Nor02, PKP05, Tro96d, Tro96a, Tro96c, Tro97, Hay05, Lam09].

**Solver** [BSW+14, BZB17, CDR+15, DFL16, FBY+17, GB06, Hua17, KDM17, TL17, ZCG17]. **Solvers** [MCS12]. **Solves** [Fri97]. **Solving** [Gro01, Tie88, Tie93, FK99, JFR16, YSM+16, YSM+17].

**Some** [AS03, EKJ+03, McL05, M107, Wil71, Rob11, Bur04a]. **SonicMQ** [Ano00j].

**Sony** [MLWR18]. **Sorting** [CDsJ+00]. **Sorts** [CDsJ+00]. **SOT** [Ano00j].

**Sound** [Ano97c, Str94]. **soup** [Fis69].

**Source** [Abe97, AtHR11, Adl00, ABC+14, All05, All02a, All02b, AM03, AM04, AMS03, Ang01, AHB+09, Ano00d, Ano00f, Ano00k, Ano00l, Ano01e, Ano01i, Lin02b, Ano02b, Ano03a, Ano03b, Ano03c, Ano04b, Ano11, Ano15c, Ano16, AML+10, AS03, ACHC11, BRH10, BMF+16, Bar00c, Bar01, BES+01, Bax01, BK14, BCB07, BAP00, BVL14, BNSW15, Bha06, BNS19, Bol02, Bon11, BHP+01, BGG+00, BJJ14, BCB+17, BSA14, BKP05, Bro11, BB02, BK02, CC04, Cap12, CFM08, CO12, Cha01a, Cha98, CSY+04, Cho11, CWSW10, CC03, Cho09, CB06, CPJ+98, Coo03, CPQ+04, Coh02, Coh03, CF09, Col09a, CK10, Cow03, Cdr99, CBW+04, CMJ+04, CRW+04, CKB+05, CH06b, Cud99, Da02, DBBA10, DMJ05, DXT+18, III01, De’15, Del01, DWP+14, DKMB14, DKMT11, Doh01, DM15a]. **Source** [DGCH+07, DMP+02, Ebe07, Ebe08, Ebe09, Egy01, EE01, EJS+01, EGK+02, Ell12, Eng10, Ens04, Est06, Far03, Far06, FSB+01, Feixx, FFHL07, Fer03, Fie89, Fit04, Fit11, Fox08, FT09, GP12, Gao02, GKL+14, Gal10, Gan17, GIA+06, GF11, GD12, Gla99, Gla00, Goo14, GAS+01, Got05, Got07, Gra01, GGB17, GN+06, GRL16, GW09, Gro01, GEMN07, GNWS17, Gut00, HK03,
Hae02, Haf01, Har99, HOL+07, Hau01, Hec99, HR11, HE17, Hoh01, Hub04a, JWC18, Jen01, Joh99, Joh02, J00, Jon02, JS07, Kar03, KGM+16, Kenxx, KY16, KMF+07, Kim01b, Knu99a, Knu99b, KHA+03, Kre03, KJRD16, Kri03, Kru09a, Kru00, Kuc06, KG01, Lam09, LFN+11, Law02, Law09, LMM02, Lew99a, Lew99b, LL14, LMWM18, Lin08, LRP11, Lio06, Lit14, Luc99, LGW18, MSSvK08, Mar01, MH07]. **Source** [May06, Maz15, McC99c, Mee12, MSW09, Men10, MFS15, MP12, MMD12, MN04, MS00, Mog01c, MOMP11, MS12, Mor08, MB16, Nas04, Nej12, NO03, Noj01, O'Rzxx, OG07, Oms03, Owe01, PSSH16, PMM17, PMBM+15, PM00, Pau04, PQM11, PMID13, Per00, PH16, PRBR07, PK10, PRRL12, PBH01, Pra03, PMG+09, PKG+10, PGG+11, PBJ+12, QC18, RT12, Ray98, Ray99b, Ray99a, Reh01b, Rie07, Rie10, Rie11, Rie15, RCP+12, RGCS14, Ros02a, Ros01a, Rud10, ST10, SD16, SJV+05, San98, San08, SS02, SFF+06, Sca06, SB08, SC02, SM16, Sea99, Sea02, SG05, SS06, SK04, Sha10, SSM+07, Shi12, SAC+15, Sie04, Sif00, SCB04, Sim12, SSP17, SL01, Sor06, Sor01, Spe01, Spi03, Spi06, Spi11, Sta89a, Sta98b, SPS+00, SPS+02, Sta06, Sta02c, SHK+03, SF15]. **Source** [SV03, Sto99, Str02, Sur01b, TBPS15, TRM16, TNM17, Ter00, TTB09, Tot06, THe04, UMF15, UNF+08, Veg06, VVM08, WW01, Wat01, Wea03, Wen00, Wen02, WG00, Whe03, WP04, WB02, WM05, WKB14, Wl19, WLC01, Wol03a, WL01, WKA+08, YLL+07, Zha16, dBLMT11, dCKK15, vLLM09, vW18, vW09, AKH16, Aji17, AW07, ACB18, Aki16, ACB+16, ALGE12, APK14a, APK14b, AMC16, AAB+05a, ABNA05, AAA+12, ALV17, Amb15, And01, AVA+16, Ano09a, Ano09c, Ano09g, Ano00h, Ano01f, Ano01g, Ano01h, Ano02a, Ano03e, Ano04a, Ano04c, Ano08b, Ant16, ASAB02, AAB+05b, AZ17a, AZ17b, AFZ17, AFZ18, AD04, BTL+11, BOL14, BCR+08, BHM10, Ban16, BCP10, BCP+16, Bea04, BCvE+05, BLG+17, BY08, BH11, BSW+14, BCI+09, BAR16, BSK+15, Bon02, Bor09, BCG+14, BAE14, Bou05, BZ17]. **Source** [BG12, But94, CF07a, CK08, CG17, CFG05, Cap13, CRB+18, CF07b, CM06, CLL05, Cha11, CP04, CLM+08, CJ17, CF17, CG17, CK16, CH11, CFW01, Col05, Col09b, CH06a, CSEP14, CSP09, CDR+15, CHA06, CWH12, CWZ06, CKB11, CdSV07, DPH16, Dan11, DSB+16, Dei10, DP09, DWJG02, DBP+18, DD17, DTB05, DDA+07, DD08, DM15b, DD10, DFL16, DO16, Dwa04, Eds16, EKUR10, EHH06, EMdL+07, Emb06, EHP14, Eub05, FLA+16, FBY+17, FHH11, Fog06, For12, For07, fFRFR16, Fow00, FM10, FG16, Fri06, Fri16, Fug03, FVD+12, DBG+16, Gal01, GLCMC17, Gar09, GEI+11, GLT08, Gau03, Gen99, GCK+17, Ger03, GKP+14, Glac03b, Gla04, Goe07, GF17, GRJS01, GSW08, GV0M09, GV16, GFZ16, GPPT16, GGH10, GW10, GFS05, HK09, HBC+05, Har05, Hay05, HLS+13a, HLS+13b, HZ04]. **Source** [HMP+15, HPM+08, HPT17, Hic04, HL02, HETD09, HJ07, Hol15, HSF+15, HK+16, HC07, Hua17, HSX+18, HZS+16, HM10, IHBS14, J09a, J09b, JNN12, Joh94b, Jun01, JDB09, Jer01, Joy08, Joy09a, Joy09b, JCM11, JZ09, KTF15, KDM17, KHC12, KPK+17, KS02, Koc07, Koc09, Kor11, KT05,
Speech-Enabling [Ano02b]. Speeding [DDJ99]. SpeedShop [SGM+08].
Sperm [SBM+10, SMO+13]. SPH [CDR+15]. Spiessammlung [CK06g, CK06h]. spinning [Ude97]. Spire [Ano96c]. spirit [Pet06].
sponsoring [Ross05]. Spontaneous [GF11]. spot [KHA+03]. Spotlighting [Ano06]. Spotlights [Ano95c]. spots [BCI+09]. Spring [Dig82, Ano92].
Springs [Kap92]. Sprinting [Got07]. Sprite [Kup93]. Spyglass [Ano96b].
spinning [Ude97]. Spire [Ano96c]. spirit [Pet06].
Standardization [Egy01]. Standards [Ano95e, GB00, Opexx, PBH01, PKP02, PKP05, Rus14, Sto99, CF07b, GKP+14, MTBS09, Sim05].
Standards-Based [GB00]. STAR [Coo95a, Coo95b]. STAR/MPI [Coo95a, Coo95b]. Starch [Ano15a]. Stardock [Ano01j]. Staroffice [GGK99]. StarPerf [Ano97e].
StartUp [Str02, Wal01]. STAT [Ano00i]. State [BES+01, LLD00, MS00, DDHS03, Mak03]. States [DBBH93, BH07, DPL+91, Dre94, JWC18]. static [LFA92, RP08].
Statistically [Sid04]. Station [Ano00i, FSB+01]. Statistical [Ano90i, PQM11, RGS14, GVOM09]. Statistics [Fri16, RHS+04, Aji17].
Stein [Gil06]. stiff [MCS12]. Still [CRW+04, CSD+05, Mou04, Wol03b, Mud97]. stochastic [FHH11].
Stone [Ano99a]. Stop [Ray98]. storia [Cor05]. stories [Cor05]. Story [Sto99, TV99, BH17, For12, Moe11b]. Straight [BHP+01, EJS+01, Sto11b].
strategic [SM08]. Strategies [Egy01, SMNF88, Wes03]. Strategy [Coo03, CFS05, Cus04, RSZ96]. Stream [Phi93]. Streaming [Ano04b].
Streaming-Media [Ano04b]. Streams [Ano00k]. Strictly [Ano00l].
Striking [Gal01]. String [Mor92]. strive [SSAO04]. Strongly [HOL+07].
Structural [BNSW15, KSD+12, CFMRL11, SM08]. Structure [AFS81, AFS82, Coh82, Cra90, AFZ17, AFZ18, FLA+16, GM84, Lz11a, Lz11b, MSB09].
Structured [San78b, Sta78b]. Structures [Gil05, SSC+00, AZ17a, AZ17b, EHP14, LZ12, RP05]. student [GWW05].
Studies [Nej12, EMD+07, HETD09, MDL09]. studied [SBM+10].
Studienarbeit [Geh06]. Studies [Coo14, EKUR10, Emb06, Gal01, MFH02].
Tests [MSSvK08]. Texas [IEE92a, IEE94b, IEE95b]. Texinfo
[CS91, CS93, CS95, CS96, CS99, SC88b, Rob94d]. T\TeXlive'4 [Rod00].
TEXmacs [vdHGG+13, vdH04]. Text [Abr81, CPJ+98, Coh82, DF00, Fin91,
Gre80, Kro00, Mud97, SBA92, Val93, BK91, Bk94, Dat85, Fin80a, Fin80b,
FK90, GRJS01, HSX+18, KB90, Raj13, Sch91a, Ude89, Dig75a, Dig75b].
Text-Oriented [Coh82, Sch91a]. Text-Processing [Gre80]. Textbook
[Rad92]. textual [Joh94b]. Textverarbeitung [Str94]. Textwerkzeuge
[DWP+14]. TH-E-209-03 [Zha16]. Their [GB00, EKR91, Mah03, Neh07].
theorem [LN92]. Theoretical [Boy13, MSLH71, Pya06]. Theory [Fin80a,
Fin80b, RGCS14, CHA06, Far05, FHH11, GCK+17, HPT17, RAMB18].
theory/configuration [HPT17]. Therapy
[Ano14, PMG+09, PKG+10, PPG+11, PBJ+12]. There
[Bar00b, CPJ+98, Mic04, Fie90b]. thick [Sch09]. thin [GF17]. ThinAirApp
[Ano01i]. Thing [CPJ+98, Mic04, Fie90b]. Things [Gal10]. ThinkWrap
[Sta96b]. Third [Ano87, Ano11, BPG94, FvdHJ10, IEE93]. those [Mud97].
Thought [Ano96c, CRW+04, Mar01]. Thread [Ano00i]. Threads
[Woo01, dIPRGB99]. Threads.h [Ano00i]. threat [Sta96b]. Threatens
[EKJ+03, Vai01]. Third [CKS16, Emb06, Kuk98, BTL+11, EHP14, JJJ91].
Three-dimensional [CKS16, EHP14]. Thursday [DMP+02]. Tiered
[DXT+18]. Time [Ano01i, BFC02, McC99c, MFS15, PSR16, Rhd01b,
SSC+00, YLL+07, dIPRGB99, ACB18, Cur99, DVC+07, GPPT16, HZ14,
HKvH16, Hua17, Kam11, PSS+07, Rui13, Sta08a, Sta81d, Sta81b, Sta11b,
TL17, VGD+97, YSM+16, YSMA+17]. Time-Based [MFS15].
time-dependent [YSVM+16, YSMA+17]. time-domain [HKvH16].
Time-Frequency [PSR16]. timely [QC18]. Times [Lin02b].
TIME SERIES [Ano97c]. Tinkering [Col09a]. Tiny [Bar00b]. Tips
[Ste00a]. Tk [Ass95, AG95, Beu94, Loo95, ZK05]. TkPerl [Beu94].
today [WM01]. Together [OG07]. Tokyo [IEE94a]. tolerance [KTP05]. Tolerant
[IEE90, IEE92a, IEE92b, IEE93, LQ17, Yad07]. Tom [SGD00].
tomography [CKS16]. Too [RAH+01]. Tool
[Ano96d, Ano01i, Ano01j, Ano02b, Ano04b, Ber96, CCG+02, GNR+09,
KMF+07, Kimo1b, Kro99b, Kro99a, Kro00, LOW91, Mam01, Sch03, Tan11a,
Tan11b, UNF+08, DP616, KO94, LC12, MSZ+01, Mih10, WRS92, You08].
ToolBox [LHZ12, PSR16, AMR18, HSF+15, RAW+16, FRAK15]. Toolkit
[AG95, Ano96b, Ano96c, Ano00j, GIA+06, HOL+07, Kro00, Lao99, Wol03a,
Wol03b, Beu94, Hua17, KP93, Qi00, Rac00, Kro99a, Ano11]. toolkits
[FvH03, Kro99a]. Tools
[Ano00j, Ano01i, Ano01j, Ano02b, Bar00b, Blo04, Cha01a, CSD+05, DDJ99,
DM15a, Ebe09, EGK+02, GS00, Jor04, KP76, KP81, KC92, Kro99b, Kro99a,
Kro00, Kuc06, Kuk98, Nas04, Rob94c, SCSC04, SSM+07, SHN97, Sor06,
Su010, Tot06, Wen00, Wol04, Wol03b, AVA+16, Ano93a, BTL+11, BM06,
BGR89, CFW17, DM15b, EM93, HLL+95, HL02, JP09b, KTF15, Koc09,
Kor11, MM10, MLWR18, Rac00, Sch90b, SSS+14, Twi04, Vir05]. Tools.h
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Users

USE99, Ano88c, Ano90b, Ano90d, Ano92, Ano93c, Ano93d, Ano94c, Coc01a, Den99, The04]. User

[GBICMR13, Jan08, San08, SFF+06, Sca06, SSA08, St.04, Win95, BG12, NXC13]. **undo** [Yan90, Yan92]. **UnForm** [Ano00k]. **Unicode** [Uni01, DM97, Mud97, Noj01]. **Unified** [Bro01]. **UniPress** [Uni85e, Uni85c, Uni85d, Uni85f, Uni86]. **United** [AT92, BH07, DPL+91, Dre94]. **universal** [RA16]. universities [Fel93]. University [BSK87, MSZ02, Smy97, SM89b]. UNIX [Ano00i, DF00, Str94, AL92, Ano93b, BGR89, Bor88, Com84, CCA84, Coc01b, Coc03, Cor05, FY18, Far92, Gan95, Gos81, HTU96, Hah94, Hen92, Jj91, KP84, Lew88, Lio96, Mit84, Mor96, PDG+87, Pal87, RB92, Sal94, SBA92, SNH97, Us85d, Ano03d, Fie90a, Fie90b, Fri97, Har94, Rob94a, Sor01, WM01]. **Unix-Grundlagen** [Str94]. **Unleashed** [NR03]. **Unreasonable** [Ros01d]. unrolling [Cha92]. Unsinn [Fal03]. Unveils [Ano02b]. Update [Ano95d, Liu06]. **updated** [Lea92, LMOS93, Sta92b]. Updates [Aki16, APK14b, Ano11i, Ano04b, GJMPAM+14, HLS+13b, SMRM+17]. Upgrade [Ano96b, Dan11]. upon [IEE90]. **Urheber** [Oms03]. **Urheber-Oms03]. **Urheberrecht** [Geh96, Sur01b]. urheberrechtlicher [Stö34]. USA

[ACM00, FMA02, Kap92, USE90, USE94, USE99, USE00a, USE01b, USE02b, USE02c]. **usability** [NT06, Fri06, HPM+08, ZDM10]. **Usage** [Bla06, GO99]. **USB** [Kro00]. Use [Bol02, Fri97, GA04b, GM05, MGM+02, PMM17, PKNP95, SA15, SG05, Tra95, Ego03, KK94, Ped05, PL05, Ron05b, Sie99, Sin08, VD01, YLG05]. **Used** [Ell12]. useful [Bec93]. Usenet [Coc01a]. Usenix [USE99, Ano88c, Ano90b, Ano90d, Ano92, Ano93c, Ano93d, Ano94c, Coc01a, Den99, The04]. User
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